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TO THE TEACHER
You have been practising the revised curriculum for English in 10th standard since 2011.
It is quite essential to prepare the children for the public examination in tune with the revised
pedagogy. This handbook is developed and refined to satisfy the needs of the teachers in
this regard.
The materials and activities in this handbook are meant to facilitate the teacher as well as
the students. They will enable the learners secure higher grades in the exam. The materials
given are only samples. You are requested to make use of other materials also. Hope you will
explore and utilize them effectively.
The first part of the handbook consists of some TIPS to motivate the students and to develop
confidence among them. Transact the relevant ideas in a systematic and psychological
manner. They should not be discussed at a stretch. It should be conveyed according to the
mood and need of the students .

ALL THE BEST
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I. HOW TO MOTIVATE THE CHILDREN AND
BUILD CONFIDENCE AMONG THEM ?
Sample activity
Raise your hands those who can write your name with the left hand?
The teacher notes the number of children who raised their hands.
Ok.. take your notebook and attempt the same.
The children try to write their name.
What is the result? Let the children respond. ( All of them could…… )
…… Why didn’t all of you raise your hands in the beginning?
Performance Vs Confidence -DISCUSSION
LACK OF CONFIDENCE HINDERS/ AFFECTS OUR PERFORMANACE.
How to overcome the problem? BE POSITIVE AND DO YOUR BEST.
MAKE POSITIVE AFFIRMATION
I can learn anything.
My brain is powerful.
I am a powerful learner.
There is nothing I can’t learn and master.
With practice I will always get better.
I will be prepared and confident for every exam.

MISTAKES ARE THE BEST TEACHERS.
EACH TIME YOU IDENTIFY YOUR MISTAKES,
YOU LEARN SOMETHING ABOUT YOUR
TASK.

HOW TO PREPARE FOR THE EXAM?
Gather all materials
Make a schedule
Set priorities
Overview the materials
Study intensively
Review
Revisit
ENGLISH
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SCHEDULE YOUR MOST DIFFICULT MATERIALS WHEN YOU ARE
MENTALLY AT YOUR BEST AND SCHEDULE YOUR EASIER ONES
WHEN YOU ARE MENTALLY LESS EFFICIENT.
STUDY WHEN YOU ARE SHARPEST.

PREPARE A PRACTICABLE SCHEDULE TO SATISFY YOUR NEED AND ASPIRATIONS
DURING THE EXAM PERIOD06.30 am - 07.30.am
07.45am - 08.45 am
08.45am - 09.30 am
09.30 am - 10.30 am
10.30 am - 10.45 am
10.45 am - 11.15 am
07.00 pm-08.00 pm
08.15 pm-09.15 pm
09.15 pm-10.00 pm
10.00 pm-11.00 pm

)

1 hr ..................................
1 hr .................................
breakfast
1 hr ..................................
Refreshment
1/2hr( optional)
1 hr.................................
1 hr ...............................
Supper &relax
1 hr ...............................

.

DURING THE HOLIDAYS – 8 hrs study time
06.30 am - 07.30 am
07.45 am - 08.45 am
08.45 am - 09.30 am
09.30 am - 10.30 am
10.30 am - 11.30 am
11.30 am - 12.30 pm
12.30 pm - 02.00 pm
02.00 pm - 03.00 pm
03.00 pm - 03.30 pm
03.30 pm - 04.30 pm
04.30 pm - 06.30 pm
06.30 pm - 07.30 pm
07.30 pm - 07.45 pm
07.45 pm - 08.45 pm
08.45 pm - 09.30 pm
09.30 pm - 10.30 pm

1 hr .................................
1 hr ..............................
Breakfast.
1 hr ................................
Refreshment & Relax
1 hr ............................
Lunch& rest
1 hr ............................
Rest
1 hr ...............(optional)
Relax
1 hr .............................
Rest
1 hr ..............................
Supper& relax
1 hr ..............................
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DURING THE SSLC CAMP 2 ½ - 3 ½ hrs study time
06.00 pm- 07.00 pm
07.30 pm-08.30 pm
08.45 pm-09.45 pm
09.45- 10.30
10.30-11.00

1 hr ( optional)
1 hr
1 hr
Supper& relax
½ hr

GENERAL
GENERAL
PRINCIPLES
PRINCIPLES
Stay
Stayforforthe
thewhole
wholeexam
exam
(attempt
(attemptallall
the
thequestions)
questions)
Ignore
Ignorewhat
whatothers
othersare
aredoing.
doing.
Read
Readallalldirections
directionscarefully.
carefully.
Read
Readeach
eachquestion
questionvery
verycarefully.
carefully.
Budget
Budgetyour
yourtime
timewisely.
wisely.
DoDowhat
whatyou
youare
areconfident
confidentofoffirst.
first.
RUNNING
RUNNINGOUT
OUTOF
OFTIME?
TIME?
Write
Writeininoutline
outline or
or point
pointform,
form,
what
what
you
you planned
planned to
towrite.
write.
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II. ESSAY WRITING
WHAT IS AN ESSAY?
AN ESSAY IS A SHORT PIECE OF WRITING ON A PARTICULAR TOPIC/SUBJECT.
IT SHOULD BE PRESENTED IN THE SPECIFIC FORMAT.

AN ESSAY IS LIKE A SANDWICH !!!

A sandwich can be two slices of bread , often spread with butter,
a layer of meat , cheese etc between them. It can also be a sponge
cake consisting of two layers with jam or cream between them.
Introduction and conclusion are the two slices of bread in an essay.
It should be attractive to appeal the readers. The butter, cheese, cream or the
layer of meat makes the sandwich delicious and nutritious.The topical paragraphs
are the nutritious layers in an essay.
The topical paragraphs should be enriched with many points and ideas
relevant to the topic. They should substantiate/ justify/explain
the topic. The quality of the topical paragraphs makes the essay
worthy and valid.

WHY ESSAY?
To test your ability to think clearly and quickly.
To organize relevant information.
To present that information in a coherent manner.
ENGLISH
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POINTS TO BE INCLUDED IN THE ESSAYS:
A. Father’s Help
Swami was a 10 year old student of St. Albert Mission School. He was reluctant to go to
school on Mondays. One Monday morning he told his mother that he had a head ache. Mother
allowed him to stay at home. But his father who was stubborn compelled him to go to school. He
tried to escape by telling that he was late. When the attempt failed, he told that his class teacher
Mr.Samuel would beat him cruelly. Then the father composed a letter to the head master
complaining about the teacher.
On his way to school Swami revised his thought. He knew that Mr.Samuel was much more
genial than others. So he worried about the punishment and dismissal of the tacher. When he
reached the school gate he decided to handover the letter to the headmaster only in the evening.
By that time he could do something to provoke the teacher which would justify his father’s letter.
When he reached the classroom Mr. Samuel behaved very gently to him. When the teacher
asked about the homework he expected a punishment. But it was in vein. So in the history
period he tried to provoke him again by shouting and asking unnecessary questions. At last Mr.
Samuel lost his patience and gave eight strong cuts on each palm. Swami was happy at his
success to provoke him.
After his class he ran to the H M’s room to give the letter. But from the peon he knew that the
HM was on leave for a week. The peon told him to handover the letter to the Asst. HM,
Mr. Samuel. Hearing that , Swami fled from there and reached home. Father scolded him for not
giving the letter to the HM. He called him a liar and coward. He tore the letter and threw it into
the waste basket saying that he deserved his Samuel.
Here R K Narayan’s story portrays humorously the unexpected turn of events in the life of
Swami. Each excuse cooked up by Swami puts him in greater trouble. One lie leads to another
and finally he fails to prove his arguments and father also scolds him.
B. THE BLUE BOUQUET
“THE BLUE BOUQUET” is a typical story written in the mode of magical realism. The author
Octavia Paz begins the story with a simple anecdote. But it soon becomes a discourse of mystery.
The narrator (author) was staying in a hotel. As it was too hot he went out for a walk. When he
was about to walk, the hotel keeper warned him not to go out in the night. But he didn’t listen to
his words. He walked alone down the road. Suddenly he heard the approaching footsteps. He
turned around but couldn’t see anybody. He tried to run. But he couldn’t. Suddenly he felt the
presence of the point of knife against his back and was demanded his eyes . The narrator tried
to offer some money for sparing him. But it was in vein. The stranger wanted his eyes for making
a bouquet of blue eyes for his sweet heart. The narrator told him that his eyes weren’t blue but
ENGLISH
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light brown. He lit a match and held it to narrators face. He dropped the match when his fingers
were burned. The stranger asked to light another match and kneel down. The man examined
his eyes thoroughly and declared that his eyes weren’t blue. So he spared him and vanished in
to the darkness. The narrator rushed back to his room in panic. The hotel keeper was still sitting
at the door. The next day he left that strange place.
The Blue Bouquet is a very interesting story. It keeps suspense from beginning till the
end. From the beginning onwards the author makes the reader anxious and curious.

C. TEA SHOPS IN MALAYALAM CINEMA
The article gives us a clear picture of the importance of tea shops in the social reformation in
Kerala.
In Malayalam cinema there are many scenes related to tea shops. These tea shops are
socially important in the development of equality among the different castes and religions. In the
past, different castes were in different boxes and the members of these castes were even not
ready to eat together in a common place. But the emergence of tea shops helped to change this
situation. Members of different social and economical status met in these tea shops and they
spent time there.
It was a place for free interaction of individuals from diverse social backgrounds. A tea
shop is like a theatre. Customers are equal in a tea shop irrespective of their caste and religion.
It was a secular space.
In different Malayalam movies we can see that the tea shops are places for the socialized
union of the villagers. The rich and the poor are treated in the same way in these shops. Many
political and social discussions take place here. It is a cross section of the society. It is a place
for reading news paper. The people exchange local news. It is also a place for gossiping and
chatting.
Surprisingly, in some of the movies the tea shops become a prominent character where
there is a conflict between the individual and society. Films are treated as a record of time and
space. So the dress code, body language, speech, way of living etc give us a clear picture of the
history of our culture. The history of cinema becomes the history of our culture.
In this article Dr: C.S.Venkateswaran takes the tea shop as a recurring theme in
Malayalam cinema and points out that it has close connection with the history of the social
movement in the mid- twentieth century.
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D.THE BEGGAR AND THE KING
‘The Beggar and the King’ is an absurd one act comedy written by Winthrop Parkhurst. The
play is about a king who is not paying attention to the needs of his people and ignores some
social issues that are lurking in his kingdom like, poverty and social unrest. The very title of the
play breaks the notion that a king is more important than a king. The characters in the play are
not real individuals, they are only types. Each character is an ideological image. They behave
normally as we expect them to do.
In the play the king was sitting on his golden chair in his royal robes. Then he heard the sound
of a beggar crying for bread. The king didn’t like his voice. So he asked the servant to send him
away. The servant told that he had been sent away but soon returned. The soldiers had whipped
him, wounded him with daggers and gagged him. But all these were of no use. They had cut off
his tongue, but he immediately grew another. The king ordered to kill the beggar. The servant
answered that the beggar had already been killed but he came to life.
The beggar cried again for bread. The king was greatly annoyed. But nothing could stop the
beggar’s cry. The king was not ready to give any bread to him. He feared that the beggar would
come again for bread. Finally he decided to talk to the beggar. But the beggar was not ready to
stop crying. He said that he had no king. The beggar demanded the king to remove the crown
from his head. But the king refused. He threatened to kill the beggar for ordering him. But the
beggar was quite indifferent. He continued to ask the king to throw away the crown. He said that
he was stronger than the mountain and sea. He threatened to blow over the palace and crush
the bones of the king. He went out warning the king of his second coming. No one could stop the
beggar.
The play has great contemporary relevance as it addresses the basic issue of human
sufferings. The very title of the play breaks the notion that a king is more important than a beggar.
By the end of the story the mighty king becomes quite insignificant and the beggar more
prominent. The king represents the power and the beggar represents the marginalised and the
suppressed.
E. BALTHAZAR’S MARVELLOUS AFTERNOON
In Márquez’s story ‘BALTHAZAR’S MARVELLOUS AFTERNOON’ Balthazar was an ordinary
carpenter. His wife was Ursula. Once he made a wonderful cage. The cage he made was the
most beautiful one in the world. Soon he became popular. The people in the neighbourhood
rushed to the house to see the cage made by Balthazar. Dr. Octavio Giraldo said that the cage
was so beautiful that it was not required to put birds in it and it would sing by itself. He wished to
possess it. But it was made specially for Pepe, Jose Montiel’s son. Balthazar decided to ask for
sixty pesos for the cage. Soon Balthazar got shaved, put on his clothes and set out to Montiel’s
house with the cage . There was a large crowd with him.
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When he reached there he did not get a warm welcome . Though Pepe was delighted at the
sight of the cage, Jose Montiel did not allow him to buy the cage. Everyone admired the cage
except Montiel. He was angry with Balthazar for taking the order from a small boy. He started
beating up the boy. His wife’s interventions had no effect. Moved by all these, Balthazar gave
the cage to Pepe as a gift. He soon rose to the level of an artist from the position of a mere
carpenter. He began enjoying his new position.
He did not tell anyone about what happened at Montiel’s house. He spent the night in
merriment, dancing and drinking with his friends. Finally he fell spread-eagled in the street. He
dreamt of becoming a great artist one day. He wished to make a million cages and sell them
for sixty pesos each. His wife and children waited for him till midnight and finally went to bed.
Art has its own ideals which cannot be satisfactorily explained by the laws governing ordinary
life. Art becomes an act against alienation because it has developed these ideals overcoming
the logic of profit and loss. No artist can exist without money. His entry into the bliss of art is still
a point worth discussing. It readily explains one of the basic features of artistic experience.
ATTEMPT THE FOLLOWING ESSAYS.............
1.‘Don’t come to me for help even if Samuel throttles you. You deserve your Samuel.’ Narrate
the incidents that lead Swami’s father to respond to his son in such a way .
Begin like this. “One Monday morning Swami was sleeping. His father asked …............
OR
The recurring presence of teashops in contemporary Malayalam films indicates the continuing
role of cinema as a document of lives and times . Substantiate.{Hints-Teashops started in a
cast ridden society-movies and teashops-cross section of society}

2.How the bet became a turning point in the life of the young lawyer?
(Hints-Party by banker-death penalty-imprisonment for life-2 millions-15 years confinementcreative days in confinement-banker
tries to kill him-lawyer’s letter)
OR
.Narrate in about 120 words the incident that scared the narrator of The Blue Bouquet.

3.You have studied a one act play The Beggar And The King, haven’t you? Do you remember
the incidents in it? Your friend who is in 9th standard asked you to tell it to him in the form of a
story. How will you narrate the One Act Play in the form of a story to your friend?
OR
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The very next day of that threatening night author left that village. But the horrible experince
haunted him. Suppose he shared the entire experince to his wife ho it would be. [hotel room—
hot night—hotel keeper—went out—blue eyes—escapes—]

4.The lawyer who came out from the voluntary confinement met his close friend and narrates the
incident that lead to the bet and how he spend the days in the confinement ?[Begin like this “One
day I was attending a party arranged by one of my friends a banker”]
OR
Was Balthazar’s afternoon a marvellous one?Why?[Hints-Balthazar made a cage-Ursula’s
remarks-sixty pesos-Pepe intended to buy it-His parents attitude—gives as a gift-party at pool
hall]

5. ‘You’re the only one who has managed to get such a pile
of money out of Mr Jose Montiel. We have to celebrate.’ Balthazar’s wife describes all incidents
behind ‘The story of celebration’ of her husband to a woman in the neighbourhood. Begin like
this. “One day my husband made a wonderful cage..............
OR
You have seen how the father helped Swami to tackle the problems in his class.Suppose Swami
shares this incident to his friend Raju.How it would be?

FINDS SOMETHING DIFFICULT ?
DIVIDE AND CONQUER

Analyse the topic
Devide into smaller separate tasks.
Prepare each smaller task in order of priority.
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TIRED?
Breath and breath

Inhale and exhale

Inhalation or exhalation should take six seconds.
An average person inhales for only two seconds !!!!

III. CONVERSATION / DIALOGUE
What are the features of a good conversation?
Appropriate beginning
Correct initiation and response
Relevant to the context
Use of contracted forms like I’m, I’ve, I’ll, it’s etc
Use of clauses ( If / relative clauses)etc
Use of question tag

Example 1
Swami

:

Excuse me sir, may ..................?

Samuel

:

Are you just coming to the class?

Swami

:

….........................................

Samuel

:

You are half an hour late.

Swami

:

I know it.

Samuel

:

…............................................?

Swami

:

I had a bad headache this morning.

Samuel

:

Then why did you come to the school at all?
ENGLISH
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Swami

:

My father said that .........................................................

Samuel

:

That’s very good. Your father doesn’t want you to lose your
classes,....................? Don’t give silly excuses to hide your
laziness.

Swami

:

…................................

( Refer to COURSE BOOK- page 13&14)

IV.PAST TENSE AND PAST PERFECT TENSE
(pluperfect)
Sarah went to a party last week. Paul went to the party too, but they didn’t see each
other. Paul left the party at 10.30 and Sarah arrived at 11 o’clock. So :
When Sarah arrived at the party, Paul wasn’t there.
He had gone home.
Sometimes we talk about something that happened in the past:
Sarah arrived at the party.
This is the starting point of the story. Then if we want to speak about things that
happened before this time , we use the past perfect (had.....)
When Sarah arrived at the party, Paul had already gone home.
Some more examples:
When we got home last night, we found that somebody had broken into the flat.
Sonia didn’t want to go to the cinema with us because she had already seen
the film.
At first I thought I had done the right thing, but I soon realised that I had made a
big mistake.
The man sitting next to me on the plane was very nervous. He hadn’t flown before./
He had never flown before.
ENGLISH
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V. REPORTED SPEECH
Study this example :You want to tell somebody what Arun said.
There are two ways of doing this:
You can repeat Arun’s words(direct speech):
Arun said, ‘I’m feeling ill.’
Or you can use reported speech:
Arun said that he was feeling ill.
Compare:
In writing we use these quotation marks to show direct speech.
Direct

Arun said, ‘ I am feeling ill.’

Reportedported Arun said that he was feeling ill.

When we use reported speech, the main verb of the sentence/reporting verb is past.
(Arun said that...../ I told her that.......etc.). The rest of the sentence is usually past too:
Arun said that he was feeling ill.
I told Lisa that I didn’t have any money.
You can leave out that. So you can say:
Arun said that he was feeling ill. Or Arun said he was feeling ill.
In general, the present form in the direct speech changes into past form in reported speech:
direct speech
am/ is
are
have/has
do/does
will/shall
can
may
want/like/know/go etc.

reported speech
was
were
had
did
would/should
could
might
wanted/liked/knew/went etc.
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Compare direct speech and reported speech
You met Syama. Later you tell somebody what Syama said.
Here are some of the things she said....................
( they are reported )
Syama said that her parents were very well.
She said that she was going to learn to drive.
She said that she wanted to buy a car.
She said that John had a new job.
She said that she could not come to the party on Friday.
She said that she was going away for a few days and would phone me when she got back.
Say and tell
If you say who you are talking to, use tell:
TELL SOMEBODY
Sonia told me that you were in hospital. (not Sonia said me)
What did you tell the police? (not say the police)
Otherwise use say:
SAY SOMEBODY
Sonia said that you were in hospital. (not Sonia told that....)
REPORTED SPEECH- TEXTUAL QUESTIONS
1. Mother generously suggested that Swami might stay at home. ( INDIRECT)
Mother: “Swami, you may stay at home” ( DIRECT)
2. Father: ‘Does he beat the boys?’
Swami:‘He is very violent, especially with boys who come late.
Ans: Father asked Swami whether Samuel beat the boys. Swami replied
silent especially with boys who came late.

that he was very

3.‘What have you written, Father?’ Swaminathan asked apprehensively.
‘Nothing for you. Give this to your headmaster and go to your class.’
Ans: Swaminathan asked his father what he had written. Father replied
that there was
nothing for him. He asked him to give that letter to his headmaster and to go to the class.
4. Boy: But I don’t know where they live.
Mother: You’ll find out. Foxes live under rainbows.
Ans: The boy said that he didn’t know where they lived. Mother told him
find out. She also told him that foxes lived under rainbows.

that he would

5. Samuel said, ‘Your father is quite right; a very sensible man. We want
like him.’
‘You don’t know what my father has done to you,’ Swami thought.

more parents
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Ans:

Samuel said Swami that his father was quite right and a very sensible man. He said
that they wanted more parents like him.
Swami thought that he didn’t know what his father had done to him.
6. Samuel: ‘Swaminathan, where is your homework?’
‘I have not done any homework, sir,’ he said blandly.
Ans:

Samuel asked Swaminathan where his home work was . Swami
had not done any home work.

replied that he

7. Swami asked the peon, ‘Where is the headmaster?’
‘ Why do you want him?,’ Peon asked.
8. ‘I swear our headmaster is on leave,’ Swaminathan began.
Father replied, ‘Don’t lie in addition to being a coward...’
9. Narrator : “What are you going to do with my eyes?
Stranger : “I’m not going to kill you. I just want your eyes.’
10. Narrator : ‘But what do you want them for?’
Stranger: ‘It’s my sweetheart’s idea.
11. Holmes: ‘How did you know what I was doing? I believe you have eyes in the back of your
head.’
Watson: ‘I have, at least, a well-polished, silver plated coffee pot in front of me’.
12. THE KING: Who is that crying in the street for bread?
THE SERVANT: O King, it is a beggar.
13.THE KING: His sound annoys me very much. Send him away.
THE SERVANT: O King, he has been sent away.
14.THE KING: Art you deaf? Cant you hear what I am saying to you now?
THE BEGGAR: Alas! I can hear every word perfectly.
15..THE KING: Why does he cry for bread?
THE SERVANT: O King, he cries for bread in order that he may fill his

belly.

16.THE KING: “Bind him and gag him if necessary.”
THE S ERVANT : “ O King, your orders were obeyed even yesterday.”
17.Ursula, his wife, told him. ‘You look like a capuchin.’
‘It’s bad to shave in the afternoon,’Balthazar replied.
18.‘How much will you charge?’ Ursula asked.
‘I don’t know,’ Balthazar answered.
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19.‘I promised my wife I would buy her this cage this afternoon,’ said the doctor.
“ I can’t sell you something that’s sold already,’Balthazar said.
20.Jose Montiel ‘Take your piece of furniture home . I have no intention of paying you a
cent.
Balthazar. ‘I made it expressly as a gift for Pepe. I didn’t expect to charge anything

1. SIMPLE PRESENT

SIMPLE PAST

2. PRESENT PROGRESSIVE

PAST PROGRESSIVE

3. PRESENT PERFECT

PAST PERFECT

4. PRESENT PERFECT PROGRESSIVE

PAST PERFECT PROGRESSIVE

5. SIMPLE PAST

PAST PERFECT

6. PRESENT MODALS Eg: I will, I can, There may etc

PAST MODALS

7. MODALS- WOULD,SHOULD,COULD,MIGHT,OUGHT TO

NO CHANGE

IMPERATIVE SENTENCES

- REPORTING VERBS (asked/commanded/ordered/requested) +to

CHANGE IN THE WORD ORDER
QUESTION WORD/AUXILIARY VERB/SUBJECT (question)
Eg: What
QW

are

they

AUX

S

doing?
V

QUESTION WORD/SUBJECT/AUXILIARY VERB ( statement)
Eg:What
QW
YES/NO QUESTIONS

they were
S

AUX

doing.
V

THAT………. + IF/WHETHER
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VI. RELATIVE CLAUSES
Clause is part of a sentence. A relative clause tells us which person or thing
(or what kind of person or thing) the speaker means:
The woman who lives next door......(‘who lives next door’ tells us which woman)
People who live in the country.......(‘who live in the country’ tells us what kind of people)
We use who in a relative clause when we are talking about people (not things):
An architect is someone who designs buildings.
What was the name of the person who phoned you?
Anyone who wants to apply for the job must do so by Friday.
When we are talking about things, we use that or which (not who) in a relative clause:
Where is the cheese that/which was in the fridge?
I don’t like stories that have unhappy endings.(or stories which have...)
Subash works for company that makes furniture.(or a company which makes....)
There are two kinds of relative clause. In these examples, the relative clauses are highlighted.
Compare:
Type 1

Type 2

The woman who lives next door is a
doctor.
Subash works for company that
makes furniture.

My brother Rob, who lives in
Australia is a doctor.
Colin told me about his new
job which he’s enjoying
very much.
We stayed at the hotel that you recommended. We stayed at the Park Hotel which
a friend of ours recommended.

In Type 1 examples, the relative clause tells you which person or thing ( or what kind of person
or thing) the speaker means.
The woman who lives next door tells us which woman. Company that makes furniture
tells us what kind of company. The hotel which you recommended tells us which hotel. These
relative clauses define the person or thing. So these relative clauses are called defining relative
clauses. We do not use commas (,) with these clauses.
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In Type 2 examples, the relative clauses do not tell you which person or things the speaker
means. We already know which person or thing is meant. My brother Rob, Colin’s new job,
Park Hotel. These relative clauses give us extra information about the person or thing. They do
not define the person or thing. So these type of relative clauses are called non defining relative
clauses. We use commas (,) with these clauses.

VII. CONDITIONAL CLAUSE /If clauses
Compare these examples:
Lisa lost her watch. She tells Sam:
Lisa: I’ve lost my watch. Have you seen it anywhere?
Sam: No, but if I find it I will tell you.
In this example there is a real possibility that he will find the watch.
So he says: if I find......, I will.......
Joe says:
If I found a wallet in the street, I would take it to the police station.
This is a different type of situation. Here Joe doesn’t expect to find the wallet in the street;
he is imagining a situation that will probably not happen.
So he says: If I found.....I would...(not if I find....I will...).
When you imagine something like this, you use if + past
(If I found/if there was/if we didn’t etc.). But the meaning is not past.
What would you do if you won a million rupees?(we don’t really expect this to happen)
I don’t really want to go to their party, but I probably will go.

They would be upset if I didn’t go.
If there was an election tomorrow who would you vote for?
Study this example situation:
Last month Praveen was in hospital for a few days. Archana didn’t know this, so she didn’t go to
visit him. They met a few days ago. Archana said:
If I had known you were in hospital, I would have come to see you.
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Archana said: If I had known you were in hospital.......This tells us that she didn’t know he was
in hospital.
We use if + had + ........ to talk about the past(if I had known/been/done etc.):
I didn’t see you when you passed me in the street. If I had seen you, of course I would have said
hello. (but I didn’t see you)

ZERO CONDITIONAL
If you heat water,

it boils.

If you put salt and vinegar on chips,

they taste nicer.

If you need assistance,

press here.

If you don’t come on time,

you miss such a lot.

If you feel tired,

it’s a good idea to go to bed.

If I eat too many sweets,

I put on weight.

If I get up too early,

I feel tired all day.

If I have toothache,

I go to the dentist’s.

If I feel ill,

I make an appointment with my GP.

If I read without my glasses on,

I strain my eyes.

If the number 54 is late,

the next bus is the 56.

If school finishes early,

I usually go to my friend’s house.

If the post comes on time,

I look at it before I go to work.

If you spill coffee on my laptop,

it doesn’t agree with it!

FIRST CONDITIONAL
If I feel tired,

I’ll go to bed.

If I can’t afford a new watch,

I won’t buy one.

If I see Carla,

I’ll tell you.

If you are going out,

let me know.

If you’re hungry,

you can have an apple.

If I’m going to be late,

I’ll give you a call.
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If I need a new suit,

I’ll have to buy one.

If I get a pay rise,

we can go on holiday.

If you bring your car over,

I might clean it for you.

If the bus is early,

I will miss it.

If it starts raining,

I’m going to get wet.

If my brother is there,

he’ll look after you.

If that sale is on,

I might get some bargains.

If the CD stops,

press ‘play’ to start it again.

If the doctor thinks it’s necessary,

I’ll have to have an operation.

SECOND CONDITIONAL
If I were you,

I’d get my hair cut.

If I had the time,

I’d take up golf.

If I saw you more often,

we could get to know each other better.

If I lost my wallet,

I’d report it at the police station.

If I met Michael Jordan,

I’d ask him for his autograph.

If I won the lottery,

I’d buy a house for my brother.

If I wasn’t so lazy,

I’d start my own business.

If my friend were here,

you could meet him.

If I drank too much,

I’d be sure to make a fool of myself.

If I studied more often,

I might get better grades.

If I woke up at nine am,

I’d be late for work.

If I entered the competition,

I wouldn’t do very well.

If I played football for England,

they wouldn’t keep losing!

If I came to class early,

I could finish my homework.
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THIRD CONDITIONAL
If you had eaten your dinner,

you wouldn’t have been hungry.

If I had married Harry,

we would have been happy.

If I had sold my car to you,

you’d have got a bargain.

If you had attended every lesson,

you’d have passed that exam easily.

If it’d been sunny yesterday,

we would’ve gone to the beach.

If I’d told you about Kumar,

you wouldn’t have believed me.

If we’d read the map properly,

we wouldn’t have got lost.

If you’d asked her,

she could’ve come as well.

If I’d won the lottery,

I wouldn’t be shopping in charity shops!

If I’d had the chance,

I would have gone to university.

If I’d had your phone number,

I could’ve called you.

If I’d asked the doctor,

she would’ve advised me on what to do.

If I’d lent you my lawnmower,

you would have broken it.

If I’d watched that programme,

I would’ve been bored stiff.

VIII. PASSIVE VOICE
Study this example
This house was built in 1935.
Was built is passive.
Compare active and passive:
Somebody built this house in 1935. (Active)
subject
object
This house was built in 1935. (Passive)
subject
When we use an active verb, we say what the subject does:
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My grandfather was a builder. He built this house in 1935.
It is a big company. It employs two hundred people.

When we use passive, we say what happens to the subject.
This house is quite old. It was built in 1935.
Two hundred people are employed in this office.

When we use the passive, who or what causes the action is
unknown or unimportant:
A lot of money was stolen in the robbery. (Somebody stole it, but we don’t know who)
This room is cleaned every day. (Somebody cleans it, it’s not important who)
If we want to say who does or what causes the action, we use by.....:
This house was built by my grandfather.
Two hundred people are employed by the company.
The passive is be (is/was etc.) + past participle (done/cleaned/seen etc.)

IX. SUBORDINATE CONJUNCTIONS
although/though/even though etc.

Study this example :
Last year Paul and Maria had a holiday by the sea. It rained a lot, but they enjoyed
themselves.
You can say:
Although it rained a lot ,they enjoyed themselves.
Or
In spite of/Despite the rain, they enjoyed themselves.
After although we use a subject + verb:
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Although it rained a lot, we enjoyed our holiday.
I didn’t get the job although I had the necessary qualifications.
Compare the meaning of although and because
We went out although it was raining.
We didn’t go out because it was raining.
After in spite of or despite, we use a noun, pronoun or -ing:

In spite of/Despite the rain, we enjoyed our holiday.
I didn’t get the job in spite of having the necessary qualifications.
Sometimes we use though instead of although:
I didn’t get the job though I had the necessary qualifications.

In spoken English we use though at the end of a sentence:

The house isn’t very nice. I like the garden though. (= but I like the garden)
I see them every day. I’ve never spoken to them though. (= but I have never spoken to them)
Even though is a stronger form of although:
*

Even though I was really tired, I could not sleep.

X. NOUN PHRASE
What is a noun phrase?
A noun phrase is a phrase which includes:
1. a noun (also called head)
2. and optionally modifiers.
Examples:
·

Love is a beautiful feeling. (Love is a noun phrase without modifiers. However,
a beautiful feeling is a noun phrase that includes a noun, feeling, and the
determiner a and the adjective beautiful)

·

My house is over there. (My house is a noun phrase which consists of the noun
house and a modifier - the possessive adjective my)
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A noun phrase may optionally contain noun modifiers. If these modifiers are placed before
the noun they are called pre-modifiers. However, if they are placed after the noun, they are
called post-modifiers.
Possible pre-modifiers include the following:
1. Determiners:
·

The definite article(the), The moon rotates round the sun.

·

The indefinite articles(a,an)I have an appointment with a child
psychologist

·

possessive pronouns (my, their, etc.)my daughter

·

the genitive possessive(’s) The Vice-chancellor’s PA

·

relative determiners(whose,which) The man whose hands were cut

·

interrogative (adjectives)determiners (what, which, where) Which
minister will become the PM

·

demonstrative (adjectives) determiners (this, that, these, those) I want
that book.

·

The assertive determiner (some) Some people are selfish.

·

The non assertive determiner (any) Any example will not do

·

The negative determiner (no) No problem.

·

The universal determiners(each, every) Every example in this unit must
have a noun phrase.

·

Whichever, wherever, neither, either etc. Select whichever book you
think is useful.

Determiners are often optional elements. There are however certain contexts in which a
determiner becomes obligatory. For example a countable noun used in the singular should
always be preceded by a determiner.
Note: Sometimes a determiner may be preceded by another determiner. In such cases the
former one is known as pre-determiner.
Eg : All those wonderful stories (Pre-det. + Det.)
2. Ordinals:
The next in line after determiners in the structure of a noun phrase are ordinals. Ordinals are
words like first, second etc., and also items like next, last, additional, further, etc.
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The second book
The last speech
Notice that when an ordinal is used a determiner may also be required.
3.Quantifiers
Quantifiers are cardinal numerals like one, two, three etc. Other words like many, few,
several etc. are also treated as quantifiers. In addition there are quantifiers like a great deal
of , a large quantity of , a small amount of etc.
An important point to remember is that when both ordinals and cardinal numerals occur
together in a noun phrase, the order is always
Determiner + Ordinal + Quantifier + Noun
Eg:a. The + first +three + children
b. The + next +few + questions
4. Adjective phrases:
Adjective phrases function as pre-modifiers in noun phrases. The head word of an adjective
phrase is an adjective. It may or may not have an intensifier preceding it. Hence the structure
of an adjective phrase will be something as follows:
adj.ph

(intensifier)

adj.

The brackets show that an intensifier is an optional element. The intensifier used to be known
as adverb in the traditional grammar. Some examples of an adjective phrase in a noun
phrase are given below:
a.

The ripe mangoes.(adjective alone)

b.

The absolutely ripe mangoes.(intensifier + adj.)

5. Classifiers:
A classifier is a noun or an adjective or a clause or a phrase which classifies/modifies the
noun as part of group or sub-group. Some examples of different types of classifiers are listed
below:
a.

A science student (noun)
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b.

The evening college student (noun phrase)

c.

A never-say-die attitude(phrase)

To sum up here is a graphic representation of all the possible constituents of a noun phrase.
Note the order in which they occur.
Pre-determiner + Determiner + Ordinal + Quantifier + Adjective phrase + Classifier
Essay: How to answer essay type questions?
A. Father’s Help
Try to understand the story first:
Hints …There should be an introduction
Should try to include the points like ………………

XI. TEXTUAL PARAGRAPHS
1) Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow:
At 9.30, when he ought to have been shouting in the school prayer hall, Swami was lying on
the bench in Mother’s room. Father asked him, ‘Have you no school today?’ ‘Headache,’ Swami
replied.
‘Nonsense! Dress up and go.’
‘Headache.’
‘Loaf about less on Sundays and you will be without a headache on Monday.’ Swami knew how
stubborn his father could be and changed his tactics. ‘I can’t go so late to the class.’
‘I agree, but you’ll have to; it is your own fault. You should have asked me before deciding to stay
away.’
‘What will the teacher think if I go so late?’
‘Tell him you had a headache and so are late.’
‘He will beat me if I say so.’
‘Will he? Let us see.’
1. What would Swami usually do during prayer time at school?
2. What, according to Father, is the cause of Swami’s headache?
3. Complete the sentence given below suitably.
If Swami had said ‘headache’ once again, his father....................................
4. Pick out the expressions used in the passage instead of the underlined words
(a) Determined not to change the opinion or attitude
(b) Method used to achieve something
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2) Read the extract and answer the questions that follow:
‘My eyes? What are you going to do with my eyes? Look, I’ve got a little money on me. Not
much, but it’s something. I’ll give you everything I’ve got if you’ll let me go. Don’t kill me.’ ‘You
shouldn’t be scared, senor. I’m not going to kill you. I just want your eyes.’ ‘But what do you want
them for?’ ‘It’s my
sweetheart’s idea. She’d like to have a bouquet of blue eyes. There aren’t many people around
here that have them.’ ‘Mine won’t do you any good. They aren’t blue, they’re light brown.’
1. Why did the stranger try to pluck the narrator’s eyes?
2. What offer did the narrator make to save himself from the man?
3. Complete the following sentence suitably
If the man let the narrator go, he .........................................................................
4.Do you think that the stranger’s sweetheart really asked for a bouquet of blue eyes?
Why?
\3) Read the extract and answer the questions that follow:
The tea-shop represents a time and space free from the drudgery of work, and therefore
teems with a wide cross- section of society. Along with genial villagers, one also finds
local toughs, political workers and, of course, a host of strangers at the tea-shop. The
sheer variety of the customers and the possible activities -reading newspapers, exchanging
local news, discussing politics, gossiping or just
chatting - makes the tea-shop an ideal place to reveal the ‘messages’ and concerns of the
film. In every film which depicts the conflict between the individual/family and society, the
tea-shop, one can say, is a prominent character.
As a medium the cinema goes far beyond mere entertainment to become a record of
time and space, of everything that moves or stands still before the camera. Its history is
also the history of our culture: of our speech and body language; of our dress-codes; of
our ways of living and making. The recurring presence of tea-shops in contemporary
Malayalam films indicates the continuing role of cinema as a document of our lives and
times.
1. How does tea-shop become cross-section of the society?
2. What makes tea-shop a prominent character in a film?
3. Pick out the expression from the passage which means “ hard boring”.
4. Whether tea-shop makes a film more effective? How?
4) Read the extract and answer the questions that follow:
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THE BEGGAR: My strength is greater than a mountain and my words are more fearful than
a hurricane. This servant of thine cannot even touch me. With one breath of my mouth I
can blow over this whole palace.
THE KING: Dost thou hear the impudence he is offering me? Why dost thou not seize
him? What is the matter with thee? Why dost thou not call the guards?
THE BEGGAR: I will not harm thee now. I will only cry aloud in the streets for bread wherewith
to fill my belly. But one day I will not be so kind to thee. On that day my mouth will be filled
with a rushing wind and my arms will become as strong as steel rods, and I will blow over
this palace, and all the bones in thy foolish body I will snap between my fingers. I will beat
upon a large drum and thy head will be my drumstick. I will not do these things now. But
one day I will do them. Therefore, when my voice sounds again in thine ears, begging for
bread, remember what I have told thee. Remember, O king, and be afraid!
[He walks out. The servant, struck dumb, stares after him. The
king sits in his chair, dazed.]
1. Is there a shift in the servant’s attitude?
2. Are there clues here to show that the beggar is more than a single person?
What are they?
3. The beggar uses words like ‘mountain’ and ‘sea’. What do these words show?
5. Read the extract and answer the questions that follow:
In the pool hall, Balthazar was received with an ovation. He had given away the cage to
Pepe so he wouldn’t keep crying. But he suddenly realised that what he had done had a certain
importance for many people, and he felt a little excited. ‘So they gave you fifty pesos for the
cage.’ ‘Sixty,’ said Balthazar. ‘You’re the only one who has managed to get such a pile of money
out of Mr Jose Montiel. We have to celebrate.’
They bought him a drink and Balthazar responded with a round for everybody. It was the
first time he had ever been out drinking. By dusk he was completely drunk, and he began
talking about his dream of a fabulous project of making a million cages and selling them at
sixty pesos each. By meal time his friends had left, and he was alone in the pool hall.
1. How do the townsfolk receive the (false) news that Balthazar has sold the cage to
Jose Montiel for sixty pesos?
2. Why does Balthazar lie about having received a good sum for the cage?
3. What made Balthazar to change his mind to drink out of control?
4. What is the expression in the passage which means ‘cheering or applause etc to
express approval, welcome’.
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XII. TEXTUAL POEMS
6. Read the lines from the poem ‘Night of the Scorpion’ and answer the questions that
follow:
I remember the night my mother
was stung by a scorpion. Ten hours
of steady rain had driven him
to crawl beneath a sack of rice.
Parting with his poison - flash
of diabolic tail in the dark room he risked the rain again.
The peasants came like swarms of flies
and buzzed the name of God a hundred times
to paralyse the Evil One.
With candles and with lanterns
throwing giant scorpion shadows
on the mud-baked walls
they searched for him: he was not found.
They clicked their tongues.
With every movement that the scorpion made
his poison moved in Mother’s blood, they said.
May he sit still, they said.
May the sins of your previous birth
be burned away tonight, they said.
May your suffering decrease
the misfortunes of your next birth, they said.
1. Did the scorpion stay back in the house? Pick out the lines which indicate this.
2. A scorpion usually stings, but the poet has made use of a different expression for
sting. Find it out from the poem .
3. What effect does the poison have on mother according to the folk assembled there?
4 What are the visual, auditory and tactile images in the given lines?
7. Read the lines from the poem ‘The Himalayas’ and answer the questions that follow:
At that time
I am seventeen, and have just started
to wear a sari every day.
Swami Anand is eighty nine
and almost blind.
His thick glasses don’t seem to work,
they only magnify his cloudy eyes.
Mornings he summons me
from the kitchen
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and I read to him until lunch time.
One day he tells me
‘you can read your poems now’.
I read a few, he is silent.
Thinking he’s asleep, I stop.
But he says, ‘continue.’
I begin a long one
in which the Himalayas rise
as a metaphor.
1. What change can you notice in the speaker on the days referred to in these lines?
2. What purpose do the glasses serve for Swami Anand?
3. Why did the speaker stop reading her poem?
4. What does the title of the poem stand for?
Read the lines from the poem ‘Celluloid Heroes’ and answer the question that follow:
Everybody’s a dreamer and everybody’s a star
And everybody’s in showbiz,it doesn’t matter who you are.
And those who are successful,
Be always on your guard
Success walks hand in hand with failure
Along Hollywood boulevard.
I wish my life was a non-stop Hollywood movie show,
A fantasy world of celluloid villains and heroes,
Because celluloid heroes never feel any pain
And celluloid heroes never really die.
Oh celluloid heroes never feel any pain
celluloid heroes never really die.
1. What do you wish your life to be like?
2. Comment on the lines
‘Success walks hand in hand with failure
Along Hollywood boulevard.’
3. Who is the ‘I’in the poem? Justify your answer.
4. Is Hollywood boulevard just the name of a street or does it have a wider significance?
5. Celluloid heroes never feel any pain. Why?
6. Do you agree to the statement ‘celluloid heroes never really die”?Substantiate.
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7. Why is the world of Hollywood films called ‘a fantasy world’?
8. What effect do the repeated lines add to the song?
9. What impressions can you form about the life of the speaker of the song?
Answers
1. Happy and successful life [any reasonable answer can be given credit]
2. Hollywood boulevard is the name of a street related with the cinema world. So it represents
the cinema world. In the cinema world success and failures are quite common.
3. ‘I’ in the song stands for any lover of movies.
4. No.It has a wider significance.It represents the world of movies.
5. Celluloid heroes never feel any pain because they are only acting.
6. Celluloid heroes live in the minds of people.
7. The world of films represent more of fantasies than of realites.
8. Refrain/to show the permanence.
9. The speaker’s life may be full of pains and miseries.
9. Read the lines from the poem ‘CACTUS’ and answer the questions that follow:
Thorns are my language.
I announce my existence
with a bleeding touch.
Once these thorns were flowers.
I loathe lovers who betray.
Poets have abandoned the deserts
to go back to the gardens.
Only camels remain here, and merchants
who trample my flowers to dust.
1. How does the plant announce its existence?
2. Which line tells us that the cactus had a glorious past?
3. Find out the figure of speech used here?
4. Find out the line which tells us that poets are opportunists
5. find out images from the stanza
Answers:
1. The plant announces it’s existence with a bleeding touch.
2. ‘Once these thorns were flowers
3. The figure of speech used here is metaphor. The word ‘language’ is a very important metaphor
in the poem. It speaks the language of thorns which is sharp and piercing.
4 . ‘’Poets have abandoned the deserts to go back to the gardens.’’
5. Visual images are - the cactus(represents the marginalized)
Flowers (images of garden)
Camels, merchants, thorns (images of desert)
Tactile imagesthorns, bleeding touch
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Read the lines from the poem ‘The Master’ and answer the questions that follow
When Han Kan was summoned
to the imperial capital
it was suggested he sit at the feet of
the illustrious senior court painter
to learn from him the refinements of the art.
No, thank you,’ he replied,
‘I shall apprentice myself to the stables.’
1. Why did Han Kan refuse to sit at the feet of the court painter?
2. Why is the court painter’s name not mentioned in the poem?
3. List the possible meanings of the word ‘stable’ in context in the poem.
4. Pick out an example for alliteration from the poem.
14. Read the lines from the poem ‘Once Upon a Time’ and answer the questions that
follow:
Once upon a time, son,
they used to laugh with their hearts
and laugh with their eyes;
but now they only laugh with their teeth,
while their ice-block-cold eyes
search behind my shadow.
1. What does the expression ‘Once Upon a Time’ imply?
2. Comment on the expression, ‘ but now they only laugh with their teeth’.
3. The poet talks about ‘their hearts’, ‘their teeth’, ‘and their ice-block-cold eyes’. Who
4. Pick out the expressions the poet uses to contrast the past with the present.
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Read the lines from the poem ‘Arrow and the Song’ and answer the question that follow:
“I shot an arrow into the air
It fell to earth , I knew not where;
For, so swiftly it flew, the sight
Could not follow it in its flight
I breathed a song into the air,
It fell to earth, I knew not where;
For who has sight so keen and strong
That it can follow the flight of song?”
1. Why could the speaker not follow the arrow in its flight?
2. Why couldn’t anyone follow the plight of a song?
3. Write the Rhyme scheme followed in the stanza?
4. Give the example for alliteration from the lines
ANSWERSS
1. It flew so quickly
2. No one has keen sight and strength to follow a song.
3. a a b b
4. Follow /flight ,Swiftly,Sight

XIII- FIGURES OF SPEECH
A figure of speech is a rhetorical device that achieves a special effect by using words
in distinctive ways.
For example, common expressions such as “falling in love,” “racking our brains,” “hitting a
sales target,” and “climbing the ladder of success” are all metaphors—the most pervasive
figure of all. Likewise, we rely on similes when making explicit comparisons (“light as a
feather”) and hyperbole to emphasize a point (“I’m starving!”).
Using original figures of speech in our writing is a way to convey meanings in fresh,
unexpected ways. Figures can help our readers understand and stay interested in what
we have to say.
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The Top 20 Figures
· Alliteration
· Repetition of an initial consonant sound.
· Anaphora
· Repetition of the same word or phrase at the beginning of successive clauses or
verses.
· Antithesis
· The juxtaposition of contrasting ideas in balanced phrases.
· Apostrophe
· Breaking off discourse to address some absent person or thing, some abstract quality,
an inanimate object, or a nonexistent character.
· Assonance
· Identity or similarity in sound between internal vowels in neighboring words.
· Chiasmus
· A verbal pattern in which the second half of an expression is balanced against the first
but with the parts reversed.
· Euphemism
· The substitution of an inoffensive term for one considered offensively explicit.
· Hyperbole
· An extravagant statement; the use of exaggerated terms for the purpose of emphasis
or heightened effect.
· Irony
· The use of words to convey the opposite of their literal meaning. A statement or
situation where the meaning is contradicted by the appearance or presentation of the
idea.
· Litotes
·
A figure of speech consisting of an understatement in which an affirmative is
expressed by negating its opposite.
· Metaphor
· An implied comparison between two unlike things that actually have something
important in common.
· Metonymy
· A figure of speech in which one word or phrase is substituted for another with which it
is closely associated; also, the rhetorical strategy of describing something indirectly by
referring to things around it.
·
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Onomatopoeia
· The formation or use of words that imitate the sounds associated with the objects or
actions they refer to.
· Oxymoron
· A figure of speech in which incongruous or contradictory terms appear side by side.
· Paradox
· A statement that appears to contradict itself.
· Personification
· A figure of speech in which an inanimate object or abstraction is endowed with human
qualities or abilities.
· Pun
· A play on words, sometimes on different senses of the same word and sometimes on
the similar sense or sound of different words.
· Simile
· A stated comparison (usually formed with “like” or “as”) between two fundamentally
dissimilar things that have certain qualities in common.
· Synechdoche
· A figure of speech is which a part is used to represent the whole, the whole for a part,
the specific for the general, the general for the specific, or the material for the thing
made from it.
· Understatement
· A figure of speech in which a writer or a speaker deliberately makes a situation seem
less important or serious than it is.
METAPHORS
Metaphors for life
LIFE IS ................
A DANCE
A JOURNEY
A DREAM

Definition:
A figure of speech in which an implied comparison is made between two unlike things that
actually have something in common. Adjective: metaphorical.
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A metaphor expresses the unfamiliar (the tenor) in terms of the familiar (the vehicle). When
Neil Young sings, “Love is a rose,” “rose” is the vehicle for “love,” the tenor. (In cognitive
linguistics, the terms target and source are roughly equivalent to tenor and vehicle.)
Metaphor is a device for seeing something in terms of something else. It brings out the
thisness of a that, or the thatness of a this.
More examples of metaphor
It is raining cats and dogs.
She is the apple of my eye
He has a heart of gold·
A light in a sea of darkness.
The noise is music to her ears.
He swam in the sea of diamonds.
Authority is a chair, it needs legs to stand up.
She is drowning in the sea of love.
Life is a mere dream, a fleeting shadow on a cloudy day.
He is my East and my West, my compass
·

A blanket of snow covered the streets.

·

Her bubbly personality cheered him up.

·

You light up my life with your presence.

·

According to her, only shades of gray make up life.

·

A colorful remark was not half bad either.

·

His deep dark secret was revealed to everyone.

·

To give her a surprise visit is a brilliant idea!

·

My memory is a little cloudy about that incident.

·

United States of America is a shining example of
democracy.

·

The stench of failure should not depress you.

·

She could not digest the news when she heard it.
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XIV. NON TEXTUAL/ UNSEEN PARAGRAPHS
11) Read the extract and answer the questions that follow:
Cosmetics are substances used to enhance the appearance or odour of the human
body. Cosmetics include skin-care creams, lotions, powders, perfumes, lipsticks, fingernail
and toe nail polish, eye and facial make up and many other types of products. A subset of
cosmetics is called make-up,” which refers primarily to coloured products intended to alter
the user’s appearance. Many manufacturers distinguish between decorative cosmetics
and care cosmetics. The word cosmetics derives from the Greek kosmetikç tekhnç, meaning
“technique of dress and ornament”, from kosmçtikos, “skilled in ordering or arranging”and
that from kosmos, meaning amongst others order” and “ornament”.
The manufacture of cosmetics is currently dominated by a small number of multinational
corporations that originated in the early 20th century, but the distribution and sale of
cosmetics is spread among a wide range of different businesses. The U.S. Food and
Drug Administration (FDA)which regulates cosmetics in the United States defines
cosmetics as: “intended to be applied to the human body for cleansing, beautifying,
promoting attractiveness, or altering the appearance without affecting the body’s structure
or functions.” This broad definition includes, as well, any material intended for use as a
component of a cosmetic product. The FDA specifically excludes soap from this category.
1.What is cosmetics used for?
2. What is ‘make up’ referred to?
3. Pick out different types of cosmetics?
4. Who regulates cosmetics in USA?
5. Find the word for ‘order’ and ‘ornament’?
12) Read the passage and answer the questions that follow:
Fifty years ago people ate ice cream only in summer .Now it is eaten all the year
round. It originated in the Orient, centuries before English schoolboys first tasted it. Marco
Polo saw people eating ice cream there and brought back the idea to Italy. From Italy the
idea was carried to France, It became very popular in France with the rich, and an effort
was even made to keep the recipes a secret from the common people. But, of course,
they soon learned about this delicious new food and ice cream became popular with
everyone. Soon it spread all over the world. The first factory to manufacture ice cream was
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started in Baltimore, Maryland, in 1851. However, the real development of ice cream and
the ice cream business didn’t take place until after 1900 with new developments in
refrigeration.
The basis of all ice cream is cream, milk or milk solids, sugar, and sometimes eggs.
Vanilla, chocolate, berries, fruit ingredients, and nuts are added as flavors. This is the
usual proportion of ingredients in ice cream: about 80 to 85 percent cream and milk products,
15 percent sugar, half to four and a half per cent flavoring, and three-tenths of one per cent
stabilizer.
A small amount of gelatin is used in order to retain the smoothness of the ice cream by
preventing the formation of ice crystals. When you eat a third of a pint of vanilla ice cream,
you are getting about as much calcium, protein, and vitamin B as are in half a cup of whole
milk, and as much vitamin A and calories as are in one cup of milk.
1. When did Ice cream become popular with everyone?
2. What is the effect of the introduction of refrigeration in Ice cream?
3. What is the secret for the smoothness of Ice cream?
4. Find a word from the passage that means the same as “tasty”
5. Can we use Ice cream as dessert in all season? Why?
13)Read the passage and answer the questions that follow.
Unconsciousness is a state where a person appears to be in deep sleep from where he/
she cannot be awoken. The individual does not respond to any external stimuli, like
sprinkling clod water on the face, and for that matter even painful ones like piercing with a
pin, tingling a nerve etc. This insensible state is brought about by some interference in the
normal functioning of the brain and the nervous system.
Unconsciousness when partial is called stupor and when complete is called coma. In
cases of stupor, the individual can be roused with difficulty but the eyelids cannot be opened
due to resistance by the individual. In a coma, however there is no response when an
individual is being called, the lid can be opened without any resistance.
The usual case of unconsciousness includes fainting, sunstroke, concussion (brain injury),
etc. Fainting is caused by the temporary reduction in the blood supply to the brain because
of fright, unexpected good or bad news etc. People held up in stuffy places like the elevators
often faint. A sudden fall in blood pressure can also cause fainting. The individual appears
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pale, becomes weak and slow, breathing becomes shallow and skin turns cold and clammy.
Excessive summer heat can make the individual faint. Prolonged exposure to sun may
cause sunstroke, which starts with headache, vomiting, dizziness, cramps or dryness of
the throat.
Concussion commonly results in unconsciousness. Direct injury to the brain caused by
either a blow on the head or a fall from a height etc. may result in concussion. The patient
may ‘black out’ for a short time. An individual could suddenly become unconscious due to
a heart attack. The initial signs are vomiting, profuse sweating and pain on the left side of
the chest.
1. What is stupor?
2. What is the reason for fainting?
3. What are the initial signs of heart attack?
4. Which is word in the passage which means the same as ‘opposition’?
5. Is unconsciousness dangerous? Why?

XV. LANGUAGE ELEMENTS
Fill in the blanks with the suitable words from the list.
1) The cage was finished. Balthazar hung it ______ the eaves, _______ force ______ habit,
and ______ he finished lunch everyone was already saying that it was the most beautiful
cage______ the world. So many people came ______ see it that a crowd formed ______ the
house and Balthazar had to take it ______ and close the shop. ‘You have to shave’, Ursula, his
wife, told him. ‘You look like a capuchin’.
(when, down ,of, about, under, from, in front of, to,in)
2)

I will not harm thee now. I will only cry aloud ______ the street ______ bread where with

______ fill my belly. ______ one day I will not be so kind to thee. ______ that day my mouth will
be filled ______ a rushing wind and my arms will become as strong as steel rods, and I will blow
______ this palace, and all the bones in thy foolish body I will snap between my fingers. I will
beat up on a large drum and thy head will be my drum stick. I will not do this things now. But one
day I will do them. There fore, ______ my voice sounds again in thine ears, begging for bread,
remember what I have told thee. Remember, O king, and be afraid!.
(but, in, on, for, with, this, over, when, to)
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3) As a medium the cinema goes far ______ mere entertainment ______ become a record of
time and space, of everything ______ moves or stands still ______ the camera. Its history is
also the history of our culture: of our speech ______ body language; of our dress-codes; of our
ways of living and making. The recurring presence ______ tea-shops ______ contemporary
Malayalam films indicates the continuing role of cinema ______ a document of our lives and
times.
(and, before, as, beyond, of, in, that, to, below)
4)

When I woke ______ I was soaked with sweat. The floor of my room had been freshly

sprinkled and a warm vapour was rising from the red tiles. A moth flew ______ and around the
naked bulb, dazzled ______ the light. I got out of the hammock and walked barefoot ______
the room, being careful not to step on a scorpion if one had come ______ its hiding place to
enjoy the coolness of the floor. I stood ______ the window for a few minutes, breathing in the
air from the field and listening to the vast, feminine breathing of the night. Then I walked over to
the washstand, poured some water into the enamel basin and moistened a towel. I rubbed my
chest and legs ______ the damp cloth, dried myself a little, and got dressed, first making sure
that no bugs had got ______ the seams of my clothes.
(into, up, around, with, out of, by, across, at, to)
5)

Swaminathan left his seat joyfully and hopped ______ the platform. The teacher took

out his cane from the drawer and shouted angrily, ‘Open your hand, you little devil.’ He whacked
three wholesome cuts on each palm. Swami received them ______ blenching. After half a
dozen the teacher asked, ‘Will these do, or do you want some more?’ Swami merely held_____
his hand again and received two ______ ; and the bell rang. Swami jumped down from the
platform with a light heart, _______ his hands were smarting. He picked _____ his books, too
k out the letter lying in his pocket and ran to the headmaster’s room. He found the door locked.
He asked the peon, ‘Where is the headmaster?’
‘Why do you want him?’
‘My father has sent a letter for him.’
‘He has taken the afternoon ______ and won’t come back for a week. You can give the letter to
the assistant headmaster.
He will be here now.’
‘Who is he?’
‘Your teacher, Samuel. He will be here in a second.’ Swaminathan fled from the place. _______
Swami went home with the letter, Father remarked, ‘I knew you wouldn’t deliver it, you coward.’
( off, though , up, as soon as, onto, without, out, more, for)
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XVI. PROFILE WRITING
( A DESCRIPTION OF SOMEBODY THAT GIVES USEFUL INFORMATION)
A description can be developed from the Bio data given. Bio data is the information
about a person. It can be developed into a coherent paragraph to form a good profile.
Begin the profile with a title. The title can be the name of the personality or the name with some
adjectives. Eg: Resul Pookkutty, the wizard of sound.
How can you refer to ones birth?
He/She was born on (date) at(place)in(city/state/year)
How can you refer to one’s parents?
He was born to Mr........................... and Mrs.......................... ( Mrs and Mr.......)
How can you refer to one’s education ?
He was educated from................ ( state the institutions)
(He studied in...............................( state the institutions)
( He had/did his education/ schooling from........................... )
How can you refer to one’s literary works?
.........., ............., ............. and ............ were written by ................................
(He/she wrote …........................................................................................ )
( .........., ................., .................. and .................. are his important works.)
How can you refer to awards and honours?
He got/won...................
He was awarded........................
He was honored with...........................
How can you refer to one’s death?
He died/ passed away on (date) in (year).
1. R.K.NARAYAN
Birth
Original Name
Family
Occupation
Literary works
Position
Awards
Death

: October 10, 1906, Chennai.
: Rasipuram Krishnaswami Iyyer Narayanaswami.
: Rajam(wife), Hema(daughter)
: Writer
: Malgudy days, Swami and friends, The Bachelor of Arts,
The English Teacher, The Guide etc.
: Nominated to Rajya Sabha in 1980
:Sahithya Academy award, Padma Vibhushan, Padmabhushan etc
ENGLISH
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SAMPLE PROFILE
R.K. NARAYAN
R.K Narayan, the famous Indian writer was born on 10th October 1906 in
Chennai. His original name was Rasipuram Krishnaswami Iyyer Narayanaswami.
(His name was shortened from................), His wife was Mrs: Rajam and they had a
daughter Hema. His important works are Malgudy days, Swami and friends,
The Bachelor of Arts, The English teacher and The Guide. As an eminent personality,
he was nominated to Rajya Sabha in 1980. He got Indian Sahithya Academy award.
The government of India honoured him with Padmabhushan and Padmavibhushan.
He died on 13th May 2001 in Chennai.

2.RESUL POOKKUTTY
Born
Place
Parents
Education

: 1971
: Vilakkupara, Anchal, Kollam
: P.T. Pookutty and Nabeeza Beevi
: Government Law College Trivandrum , Film and Television

Institute of India, Pune.
Occupation
: Film Sound Design
Family
: Wife Shadia, Children Rayan and Salna
Awards and Honours: National film award 2010, Oscar award 2009
Padmashree by Government of india in 2010

3. ANITA DESAI
Date of birth
Place of birth
Education
Occupation
Parents
Family

: June 24, 1937
: Mussorie, India
: University of Delhi
: Author and Professor
: Mr. D.N.Mazumdar, Mrs.Toni Nime
: Spouse-Ashvin Desai, Daughter- Kiran Desai (Booker Prize
winning Novelist)
Major works
: The village by the sea, Clear light of day, In custody.
Fire on the mountain, Games at twilight
Achievements and awards: Sahithya Academy award 1978,
Guardian’sChildren’s Fiction Prize 1983.
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Born
Place of birth
Parents
Education
Occupation
Spouse
Children
Notable works

4. O.N.V.KURUP
: May 27,1931
: Chavara, Trivandrum
: O.N.Krishna Kurup, K.Lakshmikkutty Amma
: Government Higher Secondary School Chavara, University of
Travancore, Trivandrum.
: Professor, Poet, Lyricist
: Sarojini
: Rajeevan, Mayadevi
: Aksharam, Uppu, Bhoomikkoru charamageethangal
Awards and Honours: 1998 Padmashree, 2007 Doctorate by
University of Kerala, 2011 Padmavibhooshan, Jnanpith award for
the year 2007 in 2010.
5. ANNA HAZARE
: 15 June 1937
: Bhingar, Mumbai
: Baburao Hazare, Lakshmibai Hazare

Born
Place
Parents
Marital status
Position
Field of work

: Not married
: Social activist
: Anti corruption movement, Watershed development programmes,
Right to information etc
Awards and honours : Padmashree 1990, Padmabhooshan 1992, Honorary doctorate by
Gandhigram university in2005
6. K. SACHIDANANDAN
Birth
: 28 May 1946
Place of birth
: Pulloot, Thrissur
Position
: Poet, Critic, Academician
Education
: Christ college Irinhalakkuda, Maharajas college Ernakulam
Literary works
: Anju sooryan, Jwala, Sakthan Thampuran,Kurukshethram
Awards and achievements: Kerala Sahithya Academy award 1984, 1989, 1999, 2001,2009
Vayalar award 2005,Nominated from India for Nobel prize.
GRADING INDICATORS
Title, Interpretation of the Bio data,
Brevity, Use of linkers and cohesive devices,Style of language.
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XVII. EDIT THE FOLLOWING PARAGRAPHS
1.

The result is that he proposed to send Swami late for his class as a kind of challenge . He

was also went to send a letter with Swami to the Headmaster . no amount of protested from
Swami was of any avail .

2.

A small group of friends passing on saw calling out. they said, Come on, we will give you

a shout too. And they joined us on the middle of the street and then averybody together shoutted
Te-reee-saaa.

3. recently, we has start recording film sound on location. It give you far superior performance
and natural sound . Now ,film maker have started using better quality sound in our movies as it
is becoming an integral part of the

4. A lively discussion araisen . The Banker, which was younger and more nervous on those days
,was suddently carried away on excitement; he streck the table with his fist and shouted at the
young man .

5. Come here, jose Montiel said to him. Do you order this.The child lower his head .grabbing
him by the hair, Jose Montiel forced Pepper to look him from the eye.
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XVIII. NEWS REPORTING

News is something new.
The unusual makes a news.
News is informative.

HOW CAN WE MAKE A NEWS REPORT INFORMATIVE?

I HAVE MY FIVE FRIENDS,
THEY WILL BRING ME EVERYTHING
- RUDYARD KIPLING
WHAT

WHERE

WHEN

WHY

WHO

What happened?
Where did it happen?
When did it happen?
Why did it happen?
Who did involve in it?
How...............?
If we answer the above questions regarding an event, it will make a news report.

A NEWS REPORT CONSISTS OF.......
Title/ headline
Place & date
Substance/ main body
Conclusion/ an ending
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Now look at the news reports about Resul Pookutty after the OSCAR AWARD.
RECEPTION ACCORDED TO OSCAR WINNER RESUL POOKUTTY
March 11, 2009 | PTI
KOCHI: A reception was accorded to Oscar award winner Resul Pookutty by Kerala Film
Chamber of Commerce along with the various other organisations in the film industry here
on Wednesday. Speaking on the occasion, Pookutty thanked the chamber for organising
such a magnificent function. Among the eminent personalities present included actor star
Mammotty and Sibi Malayil, Chairman, Kerala Film Chamber of Commerce and Industry.
RESUL POOKUTTY: THE MAN WHO TREASURES SILENCE
February 24, 2009 | Priya M Menon , TNN
CHENNAI: “Not even in my wildest dreams did I think I’d win an Oscar nomination,” said
Resul Pookutty, hours before he flew out of the country to the 81st Academy Awards. When
he finally held aloft the prized gold statuette, it was the grand climax to a career that began
in a Kerala village. The youngest of PT Pookutty and Nabeeza Beevi’s eight children,
Resul attended a government school in Vilakkupara in Kollam district. He was fascinated
by films ….
RESUL POOKUTTY WILL SOON BECOME A LAWYER
June 13, 2011 | Garima Sharma , TNN
Oscar-winner Resul Pookutty took his final law exams last Thursday, 19 years after leaving
the course mid-way in 1992 Resul Pookutty’s first goal after winning the golden statuette
for “ Slumdog Millionaire “ was academic in nature. Resul was a student of law during the
early 90s, but had to quit the course when he got a seat at the Film and Television Institute
of India (FTII) in 1992. And now, 19 years after leaving the course mid-way, Resul has...
POOKUTTY THROWS SOME LIGHT ON SOUND
November 28, 2010 | Claire Antao , TNN
PANAJI: “My biggest wish was to win a Nobel prize for Physics , but an Oscar is not so bad
you know?” laughed Academy Award winner Resul Pookutty during his Master Class at
the Iffi for budding technicians and enthusiasts on the finer nuances of sound engineering
in films. Outside the auditorium still stood a serpentine queue, faces still hopeful of getting
in. Pookutty, who won an Oscar for best sound mixing for Danny Boyle’s blockbuster
Slumdog Millionaire , spoke about...
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October 29, 2010 | Subhash K Jha
Maverick sound designer Resul Pookutty , who was propelled to international fame with
his skilled use of sound in Slumdog Millionaire, is all set to turn director with a film starring
Amitabh Bachchan. Though Resul is reluctant to reveal details it is apparently an emotional
father-son story that Resul has been scripting for some time. When asked about it Resul
says, “It’s something that I’ve been toying with for a long time. But to turn director I need to
set aside my work in sound and...

FEATURES OF A GOOD TITLE
Brief and clear
Catchy and to the point
Connection with the content of the report

Now look at some of the titles of the news report appeared in INDIAN EXPRESS about
Mullaperiyar issue. Do they satisfy the features? Discuss.

KERALA STEPS UP DAM PRESSURE ON CENTRE
WATER LEVEL DOWN IN DAM
MULLAPERIYAR: STUDENTS TO SEND LETTERS TO CM
The language of reporting should be plain and simple.
Never use a long word if short one will do.
The sentences and paragraphs should be short.
The most important or interesting part of the news should be told first.

WRITE THE NEWS REPORT WITH
CLARITY,
ACCURACY,
BREVITY
AND BEAUTY
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XIX. LETTER WRITING
Well written letters are more like a conversation on a paper. The person reading our letter
should feel our presence through the words. It should be interactive. Try to reflect our emotions
and feelings in tune with the context or situation.
LETTER OF APOLOGY
FUNCTIONS: Suppose we made a mistake by saying or doing something wrong. If it disturbed
others we would feel sorry about it. We wish we had not said or done something wrong. This will
lead to an apology. We can express our apology through letters. A letter of apology will help save
our friendship. It can also dissolve a problem.
FEATURES: Self introduction (if needed)
Express our apology in the beginning
State exactly what we did wrong
Accept responsibility for what we did and don’t blame the person.
Promise not to repeat the offensive action.
LETTER OF COMPLAINT
FEATURES: State the purpose of letter.
Explain the situation.
State what you would like to be done to resolve the situation.
Thank the reader for the time.
Use a positive and respectful tone.
Use more facts and less emotion.
Must have a smooth flow of ideas.
SAMPLE LETTER
THE HEADMASTER,
ALBERT MISSION SCHOOL.
Sir,
I am the father of Swaminathan who is studying in 10th standard of your school.
I have noticed that my son is reluctant to go to school . On my enquiry, I came to know that
Mr: Samuel, his teacher punishes him everyday. I am informed that Mr: Samuel is cruel and very
violent with his students. Swami is frightened of his teacher, though he gives his
head ache as the reason for his unwillingness to go to school.
Therefore, may I request you to advise Mr:Samuel to be kind to the students and help them in
their studies.
Thank you, Yours faithfully
Name.
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XX. DIARY WRITING

What is a diary?
It belongs to the autobiographical genre of writing. It is a narrative of events in a day
by day chronological order. It records truthfully the thoughts,emotions and hopes of
the diarist. It is the most private of all writings.
WRITE WHAT YOU SEE ,
WRITE WHAT YOU HEAR , WRITE WHAT YOU FEEL,
WRITE FROM THE HEART,
WRITE WHATEVER COMES TO MIND AT THE MOMENT.

Diary entries are usually made in chatty, informal language. It is written in first
person. Start with events that happened early in the day and end with events that
took place in the evening. A diary has to include your personal touch. Focus on your
thoughts, feelings and emotions.
COMPOSITION OF A DIARY
DATE:
INTRODUCTION: Eg: Today was a wonderful day/ thrilling day/ I’m totally down
today/ I’m deeply depressed today/ Very boring day/ Extremely joyful day/....etc.
MAIN PART: write about what happened/ how you felt/ hopes and plans for the
future.. etc.
CONCLUSION: Final remarks about the day or your feelings. I feel better now/
I can’t forget./ It’s still horrible/ What can I do?/ Any way really wonderful...........etc.
( about momentary situation)
SAMPLE DIARY
I can’t believe what happened today! The hotel room was horrible. The owner of the hotel,
a one eyed fellow , warned me not to go out. Still I went out to breathe the country air. I walked a
long time, slowly. Suddenly someone stopped me. I dont know why. I felt the point of a knife in my
back. I think he was mad. He wanted to gorge out my eyes.He wanted to present a bouquet of
blue eyes to his sweet heart. What a horrible idea! A lover giving a bouquet of blue eyes to his
lady love! I told the villain that my eyes are not blue. I struck a match and put it close to my face.
He stared at me intensely. The flame burned my fingers. I struck another match and put it near
my eyes. He grabbed me by the hair and gazed into my eyes. The flame burned my lashes. He
said, “they are not blue”. All on a sudden he let me go. Oh! It was a narrow escape.The next day
I left the town. Oh! What a horrible experience! I will never forget that villain and his matchete.
Was it reality or fantasy? I still don’t know if it was a nightmare or reality........
Obliged to Mr: P.K.JAYARAJ,R.I.E.BANGALORE for his article in MATHRUBHOOMI WEEKLY
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XXI. PHRASAL VERBS
What are phrasal verbs?
1. A phrasal verb is a verb plus a preposition or adverb which creates a meaning different from
the original verb.Example:I ran into my teacher at the movies last night. RUN + INTO = MEETHe ran
away when he was 15.

RUN

+

AWAY

=

LEAVE HOME2.

Some phrasal verbs are intransitive. An

intransitive verb cannot be followed by an object.Example:He suddenly showed up. “SHOW UP”
CANNOT TAKE AN OBJECT3. Some phrasal verbs are transitive. A transitive verb can be followed by

an object.Example:I made up the story. “STORY” IS THE OBJECT OF “MAKE UP”4. Some transitive
phrasal verbs are separable. The object is placed between the verb and the preposition. In this
Phrasal Verb Dictionary, separable phrasal verbs are marked by placing a * between the verb
and the preposition / adverb.Example:I talked my mother into letting me borrow the car.She
looked the phone number up.5. Some transitive phrasal verbs are inseparable. The object is
placed after the preposition. In this Phrasal Verb Dictionary, inseparable phrasal verbs are
marked by placing a + after the preposition / adverb.Example:I ran into an old friend yesterday.They
are looking into the problem.6. Some transitive phrasal verbs can take an object in both places.
In this Phrasal Verb Dictionary, such phrasal verbs are marked with both * and + .Example:I
looked the number up in the phone book.I looked up the number in the phone book.7. WARNING!
Although many phrasal verbs can take an object in both places, you must put the object between
the verb and the preposition if the object is a pronoun.Example:I looked the number up in the
phone book.I looked up the number in the phone book.I looked it up in the phone book. CORRECTI
looked up it in the phone book. INCORRECT
Phrasal Verb

Definition

Example

call for +

require (as in a recipe)

This recipe calls for milk, not water.

call * off +

cancel something

They called the picnic off because
of the rain.

call * off +

order to stop
(an invasion, guard dogs)

He called off the dogs when he saw
it was his neighbor.

call on +

visit

Mark called on Naomi while he was
in town.

call on +

invite someone to speak

Professor Tanzer called on Tim to

in a meeting or a classroom

answer the question.
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call * up +

telephone

I called Sam up to see if he wanted
to go to the movies.

come about

occur / happen

How did you idea for the book come
about.

come across +

discover by accident

They came across some lost Mayan
ruins in the jungle.

come across +

initially seem or have e
the appearanc

He comes across as rather rude, but
he isn’t.

come along

accompany someone

If you want, you can come along.

come along with +

accompany

Sam came along with us to the
beach.

come along

progress

How’s the research paper coming
along.

come along with +

progress

How are you coming along with the
research paper.

come away

leave a place with a particular
feeling or impression

I came away from the meeting feeling
like the presentation was a success.

come by +

get, receive

How did you come by that new
Mercedes?

come by

visit a person at their house

I’ll come by later this afternoon.

come down with +

become sick with

He came down with the flu.

come into +

inherit

He came into a large sum of money
when his aunt died.

come off +

fall off, break off

The handle came off the suitcase
when I picked it up.

come out

appear

I didn’t see the car at first. It came
out of nowhere.

come out

reveal you are homosexual

Sam finally came out last month.

come out

turn out, end up

The pictures came out great.

come out with +

produce and distribute a product Microsoft is coming out with a new
video game system next month.

come over

visit someone at their house

Why don’t you come over after work
for dinner.
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come to

regain consciousness

Don’t worry! She faints all the time.
She always comes to after a few
minutes.

come through

do what is needed or expected

Terry really came through for us in the
end.

come up to +

approach; to equal

The job offer didn’t come up to her
expectations.

come up with +

produce or create
(an idea, a plan)

She came up with a great
proposal for the new advertising
campaign.

come with +

include (an accessory)

The computer system doesn’t come
with a printer.

cut down

decrease the amount of

You eat too much fat. You need to cut
down.

cut down on +

decrease the amount of

You need to cut down on your fat
intake.

cut in

interrupt

She suddenly cut in and delivered the
news

cut in on +

interrupt

She cut in on the conversation and
delivered the news.

cut * off

interrupt someone while
he were speaking something

She cut him off before he said they
would regret later.

cut * off +

sever ( with a knife)

His finger was accidentally cut off in
an industrial accident.

cut * out +

remove

He cut the bone out of the steak.

cut * out

stop an action

Cut it out! You’re bothering me.

cut * up +

cut into small pieces

He cut the beef up and put the pieces
in the soup.

keep * around

have handy, have accessible

I always keep a dictionary around to
translate new words.

keep at +

not give up (an activity), to persevere You should keep at your studies.

keep * away

prevent access to, hold back

Keep the kids away from the
cookies.
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keep * back

maintain a safe distance,cause
to maintain a safe distance

Keep back! The burning building is
about to collapse.

keep * down

not vomit, not throw up,
keep in one’s stomach

If I ate that, I down know if I could
keep it down.

keep * off

prevent from stepping or
climbing on to something

Keep the cat off
the couch.

keep on

continue

He kept on talking after everybody
asked him to stop.

keep * out

prevent from entering

Keep the dog out of the garden; he
keeps digging up the flowers.

keep * over

cover something with,
put something above

I keep a tarp over my bicycle at night
to prevent it from getting wet.

keep to +

continue, persist in (an activity)

Everybody said she would never
finish the puzzle, but she kept to it
until it was done.

keep up

stay on the required schedule

You have to keep up if you want to
work here.

keep * up +

continue

You are doing a great job! Keep it
up.

keep up with +

stay on schedule with (a person, I have so much reading that I can’t
the workload, homework)
keep up with the writing exercises.

get * across +

cause to be understood

It’s difficult to get humor across in
another language.

get along

have a good relationship

Do you and your sister get along?

get along with +

have a good relationship

Giovanna doesn’t get along with her
two brothers.

get around +

avoid someone or something

Some people get around paying
taxes by hiring a good accountant.

get around

go many places

It’s easy to get around town with
public transportation.

get away

escape

The bank robbers got away.

get away with +

do something against the rules
or illegal and not get caught
or punished

My sister gets away with everything!
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get by

survive without having the
things you need or want

I lost my job, so I am having a hard
time getting by this year.

get by on +

survive with minimal resources

It’s nearly impossible to get by on
making minimum wage.

get by with +

manage with

You don’t need a computer. You can
get by with the typewriter.

get down to +

get serious about a topic

Enough small talk. Let’s get down to
business.

get in +

enter ( a car, a small boat)

Get in the front seat. You will have
more leg room.

get in

enter

Get in. I will give you a ride to school

get * off +

send (a package)

I finally got my sister’s birthday
present off yesterday.

get * off

remove

Can you get this spider off my shirt?

get off +

leave (a bus, plane, train, boat)

We need to get off the bus at the next
stop.

get off

leave

It’s dangerous to sit on the roof. Get
off!

get * on

put on (clothes)

You should get your jacket on
because it’s going to be cold.

get on

enter (a bus, train), mount
(a horse, a bike)

The train is leaving.
Quick, get on!

get on +

enter (a bus, train), mount
( a horse, a bike)

Get on my bike and I will give you a
ride home.

get on

have a good relationship

Natasha doesn’t get on with her coworkers.

get on with +

have a good relationship

Do you get on with your neighbors?

get on with +

continue an activity

Now that the police have left, let’s get
on with the party!

get out of +

exit (a small boat, car,
an enclosed area)

I fell into the water when
I tried to get out of the canoe.

get over +

recover (a cold, a disease,
an ex-boyfriend/ex-girlfriend)

Jennifer still hasn’t gotten over her
breakup with Peter.
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get through +

complete

We will never get through all of these
boxes by 9:00 PM.

get through +

penetrate

We need a stronger drill to get
through this wall.

get through

penetrate

The door was jammed, so we
couldn’t get through.

get through (with) +

finish

Have you gotten through with your
homework yet?

get through to +

make contact

It’s hard to get through to Janet
because her telephone line is always
busy.

get * up

cause someone to rise (from
a sitting position or
a lying position)

Ahmed got Abdul up at 5:30 in the
morning by turning the music up
really loud.

get up

rise (from sitting position
bed)

What time did you get up this or a
morning?

give * away +

give something without asking
for anything in exchange

Why did Nancy give all of her furniture
away?

give * away +

betray (a secret)

We are having a surprise party for
Susan next Saturday, so don’t give
our surprise away by acting
suspicious.

give * back +

return something you borrowed

When are you going to give that book
back to your teacher?

give in

stop trying

Never give in! You can do it!

give off +

release (a smell, light)

That white flower gives off a beautiful
smell.

give * out +

distribute

I earn extra money by giving out
brochures on the street.

give out

become very tired (inf.)

I hope this car doesn’t give out in the
middle of the desert.

give * up +

surrender something

The police told the thief to give his
gun up.

give up

surrender

Never give up learning English!
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go away

leave

I yelled at the dogs to make them go
away.

go back

return

When are you going back to your
house?

go by +

go past,

We go by the coffee shop everyday.

go back on +

not keep

Don’t trust him. He always goes back
on his promises.

go down

decrease

The cost of flight tickets is going
down.

go for +

try to achieve

Our team is going for the gold medal
in the Olympics.

go for

idiomatic phrase - I am
craving pepperoni pizza.

I could go for
pepperoni pizza.

go in for +

participate ( inf.)

Are you going to go in for soccer this
year at school?

go into +

discuss in detail

I really don’t want to go into that now.

go off

explode

The bomb could go off at any
moment.

go off

begin, start (used with signals, )
alarms, warning sounds

The alarm clock went off at 6:00 AM.

go off

stop (said of a machine)

The DVD player goes off
automatically if you are not using it.

go off

become angry

Maria went off last night after I told
her about losing her bike.

go on

continue

Please, go on. Don’t let me interrupt
you.

go on

happen

This place is a mess! What went on
here last night?

go on with +

continue

I think we should go on with the
meeting and stop wasting time.

go out

stop burning ( a fire)

The fire went out after three days.

go out

take part in social activities
(usually at night)

They love to go out every
Saturday night.
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go over +

review

Do you usually go over your notes
before class?

go over

be well received, succeed

That didn’t go over well.

go through +

examine in detail, study carefully I need to have my lawyer go through
this contract before I sign it.

go through +

endure; experience challenges,
difficulties or traumas

She has
her life.

go through with +

continue or proceed despite s
difficulties or fear

I have decided to
through with the operation.

go with +

match (clothing)

That shirt doesn’t go with those
pants.

go with +

accompany a person

I am going with Alejandro to the party.

go with +

have a boyfriend/girlfriend

I am going with Yuri.

go without +

abstain from something you
want or need

A person can go without
water for three days.

grow under

go out of business
its liquor license.

The restaurant went under after it lost

grow up

mature

Your brother needs to grow up and
start thinking about his future.

make * out

understand

I can’t make out your handwriting.
What does this say?

make * out +

write a check or other document Who should I make this check out
to?

make out

succeed

He really made out in the stock
market last year.

make out

progress

How is your son making out in his
new job?

make * over

do again

The teacher made me do my
homework over.

make * up +

invent ( a story)

Don’t believe anything she says. She
always makes things up.

make * up +

complete what was missed

Fortunately, my professor let me
make up the exam I missed
yesterday.

gone through so much in
go
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make * up +

put on cosmetics

It takes me 10 minutes to make my
face up.

make up

reconcile

You two have been friends for so
long that I think you should make up.

make up for +

compensate for

Allen made up for being late by
getting me flowers.

pass away

die

After battling cancer for several
years, he finally passed away at the
age of 87.

pass * on +

transmit

Please pass this message on to
your co-workers.

pass on +
not accept (an invitation
Jennifer passed on
to eat or do something) the invitation to join us for dinner.
pass on

die

I am afraid Professor Johnson has
passed on.

pass * out +

distribute

We need to pass out these flyers for
the concert tomorrow.

pass out

become unconscious

He passed out because the room
was too hot.

pass * up +

not take advantage
(of an opportunity)

I can’t believe she passed up t
he opportunity to study in Rome.

pick on +

to tease, bully

She keeps picking on me! Make her
stop.

pick * out +

choose

Diane picked out a lovely dress for
the dance.

pick * up +

to lift an object with the hands

Keep your back straight when you lift
the TV up.

pick * up +

come and get someone in a car What time are you going to pick me
up.

pick * up +

learn something without effort

It’s possible to pick up enough
English in two weeks to get by on
your trip to Los Angeles.

pick * up +

try to initiate a relationship
with someone (often in a bar)

Some weird guy tried to pick Patricia
up at the bar.
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pick up

grow, increase (inf.)

Business is really picking up this
quarter.

pull down

earn

He pulls down about $300,000 a
year.

pull in

park (a vehicle)

Mark pulled in too quickly and
crashed into the wall.

pull out

depart (a vehicle)

Our train pulls out at 8:00, so don’t
be late.

pull through

barely survive

I didn’t think she was going to make
it, but she pulled through in the end.

put * across +

communicate
clearly so that
it is understood rather clearly

Ms. Smith put her ideas across
in the meeting.

put * away +

return to the proper
place of storage

I told you kids to put your toys
away.

put * down +

insult, say bad things about

She always puts down people who
don’t share her opinions.

put in +

officially submit a request
(in the armed forces
or public services)

He put in for a transfer to the division
in Los Angeles.

put * off +

postpone

Don’t put off your work - do it now!

put * on +

wear

Make sure you put on a sweater
before you go outside.

put * on +

deceive

I didn’t believe a thing he said. I think
he was putting me on.

put * out +

extinguish (a fire)

Don’t use water to put out a grease
fire.

put * out +

inconvenience someone

I don’t want to put you out, but could
you pick me up at the airport.

put out +

spend

I can’t put out that much money each
month.

put * up

have a guest stay in your
house for a short time

Can you put me up while I’m in town.

put up with +

tolerate

Sandy will not put up with smoking
in her house.
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see about +

arrange or consider something

My dad said he was going to see
about buying me a car.

see * off

say good-bye to someone at
(at the airport, train station)

Did you see your sister off at the train
station?

see to +

make sure something happens,
arrange

I’ll see to it that Mr. Ramirez gets
your message.

see * through

finish something despite
your studies through

Are you going to be able to see
now that you have a baby?

sell * out

tell on someone

My partner in crime sold me out for
a reduced jail sentence.

set * up

arrange a relationship

My mom set me up with her friend’s
son.

set * up

falsely incriminate a person

I don’t think he killed those men.
Somebody set him up.

set up +

arrange (an appointment,
meeting,etc.)

I set up an appointment with my a
doctor at 3:30 this afternoon.

settle on +

make a decision after
a period of time

I settled on the job at the oil
company.

settle up

pay one’s debts

We need to settle up before you
move.

show * off +

show to everybody
with a lot of pride

He always shows off his new
things.

show off

boast, draw attention to oneself

Young boys show off in order to
impress girls.

show * up

make someone seem inferior

He’s always trying to show up his coworkers in order to get ahead.

show up

arrive without previous notice

I hadn’t seen my cousin for years, and
all of a sudden, he showed up at my
workplace yesterday!

shut * off

stop from functioning

If you don’t pay your electric bill, your
power is going to get shut off.

shut * up

make quiet

Would someone shut him up! He’s
talking so loudly that we’re going to
get in trouble.
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slow * down +

make move more slowly

Because Mary’s level in English is
lower than the rest of the students,
she slows the class down.

stand by

wait

I need you to stand by and answer
the phone when my broker calls.

stand for +

represent

SCUBA stands for “self contained
underwater breathing apparatus.”

stand for +

tolerate

I won’t stand for people criticizing
me.

stand out

be very noticeable

Soledad is so beautiful! She really
stands out in a crowd.

stand * up

not arrive to a date or an
appointment (inf.)

I arranged to meet Joe at
the library at 8:00, but he stood me
up. I hope he has a good excuse.

stand up for +

defend (something
one believes in)

Every individual must stand up
for what they believe in.

stand up to +

defend oneself against
someone or something

I think you should stand up
to your older brother and tell him to
stop pushing you around.

take after +

resemble a parent or relative

I take after my father. Who do you
take after?

take * away +

remove, seize or capture

The soldiers took the captives away.

take * back +

retract something you said

I demand that you take back what
you said.

take * back +

return an item to a store

The dress my grandmother bought
for me didn’t fit, so I took it back and
exchanged it for a pair of pants.

take * down +

write down what is said

Would you mind taking down my
messages while I am on vacation?

take * down +

remove (from a high place)

The city government made the shop
take down their bright, neon sign.

take * for

consider, view as

Do you take me for an idiot?

take * in +

learning

Are you taking in all of these phrasal
verbs?

take * in +

deceive a person

He was taken in by the con artist.
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take * in +

make smaller when sewing

I lost weight, so I need to take some
of my skirts to the tailor to have them
taken in.

take * off

when a plane or rocket
leaves the ground

My stomach felt funny
when the plane took off.

take * off +

remove

In many cultures, it is appropriate to
take off your shoes when entering a
house.

take * off +

leave work or school for
a period of time

I was sick last week, so I
took a few days off of work.

take off

leave

We took off after dinner.

take on +

accept (responsibilities, work)

She has taken on too much
responsibility in this project.

take * over +

take control of

Who is going to take over the family
business when Aretha’s father dies?

take over

take control of

If the President is assassinated, the
Vice-president will take over.

take * out +

accompany a person on a date
(for dinner, the movies)

I can’t meet you tonight because
I am taking Fernanda out to dinner.

take * up +

begin a new hobby

Have you taken up any new hobbies
since you moved here?

take * up +

discuss (at a later date)

We should take this issue up in the
meeting tomorrow.

take * up +

shorten a garment when sewing

This dress is too long, I am going to
take it up.

take up +

occupy space

This couch takes up too much space
in the living room.

tear * down +

destroy

The county decided to tear down the
dilapidated school and build a new
one.

tear * up +

tear or rip into small pieces

I always tear up my personal papers
before I throw them out.

tell * off +

criticize a person severely,
reprimand (inf.)

Carolina told me off
when she found out I was gossiping
about her date with Martin.
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tell on +

report a crime to the police
or bad behavior to a parent

Every time I did something wrong
when I was a child, my sister would
tell on me.

think * over +

consider

Think over the offer before you sign
the contract.

think * through +

consider carefully

You need to think this through
carefully before you make a
decision.

think * up +

create or invent a false story

I need to think up an excuse for not
going to her party.

throw * away +

discard

Don’t throw away those bottles; we
can recycle them.

throw * out +

discard

I asked him not to throw out the
Sunday newspaper because I
wanted to save an article.

throw * out +

remove by force from
(a room, school, a house, etc.)

Mary threw out her roommate
because she stopped paying rent.

throw up

vomit

If you drink too much alcohol, you
might throw up.

turn * away

refuse to deal with or give service They turned us away at the border
because we didn’t have visas.

turn * around

change or reverse direction

Turn the car around and go back
home.

turn * down +

refuse an offer; reject an
application

She turned down the new job in
New York, because she didn’t want
to move.

turn * down +

lower the volume or intensity
of a TV, radio, or other machine

I’m studying! Please turn down the
TV.

turn * in

submit

You need to turn your essays in next
week.

turn in

go to bed (inf.)

It’s getting late. I think it is about time
to turn in.

turn into +

become something different,
transform

When she kissed the frog, it turned
into a handsome prince.

turn * off +

stop the function of (a stove,
a water faucet, a car, etc.)

Don’t forget to turn off the iron before
you leave the house.
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turn on +

attack unexpectedly

The pit bull suddenly turned on the
small child.

turn * on

cause to be excited sexually

Scientists have discovered that the
smell of cinnamon turns many people
on.

turn * on +

start the function of a TV,
a radio, a machine

The baseball game starts in a
few minutes. Turn on the TV.

turn * out

produce

The weavers can turn out two or three
rugs a month.

turn * out

switch off a light

Turn out the light before you go to
bed.

turn out

audience members to a function Over 100,000 people turned out for
the concert.

turn out

end up being

turn * over

give to authorities (said of
They
evidence or stolen / lost property) turned the wallet over to the police.

turn * up +

increase the volume or intensity
of a TV, radio, or other machine

Turn up the TV. I can’t hear what
they’re saying.

turn up

find unexpectedly

My keys turned up in the bedroom.

She turned out to be the murderer
after all.

XXII - SCERT QUESTION POOL - FIRST TERM
Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow:
At 9.30, when he ought to have been shouting in the school prayer hall, Swami was
lying on the bench in Mother’s room. Father asked him, ‘Have you no school today?’
‘Headache,’ Swami replied.
‘Nonsense! Dress up and go.’ ‘Headache.’
‘Loaf about less on Sundays and you will be without a headache on Monday.’
Swami knew how stubborn his father could be and changed his tactics. ‘I can’t go so late
to the class.’
‘I agree, but you’ll have to; it is your own fault. You should have asked me before deciding
to stay away.’
‘What will the teacher think if I go so late?’
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‘Tell him you had a headache and so are late.’
‘He will beat me if I say so.’
‘Will he? Let us see.’
1. What would Swami usually do during prayer time at school?
2. What, according to Father, is the cause of Swami’s headache?
3. Complete the sentence given below suitably.
If Swami had said ‘headache’ once again, his father _________________
4. Do you think Swami is honest in his words? Justify your answer citing instances from the
passage.
Score: Questions 1 to 3 - 1 score each
Time: 10 minutes

Question 4 - 2 scores

Read the extract and answer the questions that follow:
As he approached the yellow building he realised that he was perjuring himself and
was ruining his teacher. Probably the headmaster would dismiss Samuel and then the
police would chain him and put him in jail. For all this disgrace, humiliation and suffering,
who would be responsible? Swami shuddered. The more he thought of Samuel, the more
he grieved for him...
1. ‘Swami realised that he was perjuring himself and was ruining his teacher.’ What does this
statement suggest about the nature of Swami?
2. Pick out an expression which means ‘to shake because you are frightened’ from the extract.
3. What, Swami fears, will be the consequences of delivering the letter to the headmaster?
4. Look at the expression:
The more he thought of Samuel, the more he grieved for him.
Complete the following suitably.
a. The more he thought of his father, __________________
b. The weaker Swami became, __________________
Score: Questions 1 to 3 - 1 score each
Time: 10 minutes

Question 4 - 2 scores
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Read the passage and answer the questions that follow:
Ravi sat back on the harsh edge of the tub, deciding to hold out a bit longer. What fun
if they were all found and caught - he alone left unconquered! He had never known that
sensation. Nothing more wonderful had ever happened to him than being taken out by an
uncle and bought a whole slab of chocolate all to himself. There he sat smiling, knocking
his heels against the bathtub, now and then getting up and going to the door to put his ear
to the broad crack and listening for sounds of the game, the pursuer and the pursued and
then returning to his seat with the dogged determination of the true winner, a breaker of
records, a champion.
1. What, according to Ravi, is the greatest fun of hiding in the desolate shed?
2. What present does Ravi dream of being gifted with when he becomes the champion?
3. Who are the pursuer and the pursued referred to in the passage?
4. Which expression in the passage is suggestive of Ravi’s strong decision to win the game?
5. How does Ravi express his happiness though impatiently waiting in the shed?
Time: 10 minutes

Score: Questions 1 to 5 - 1 score each

Read the extract and answer the questions that follow:
‘My eyes? What are you going to do with my eyes? Look, I’ve got a little money on me.
Not much, but it’s something. I’ll give you everything I’ve got if you’ll let me go. Don’t kill me.’
‘You shouldn’t be scared, senor. I’m not going to kill you. I just want your eyes.’ ‘But what do
you want them for?’ ‘It’s my sweetheart’s idea. She’d like to have a bouquet of blue eyes.
There aren’t many
people around here that have them.’ ‘Mine won’t do you any good. They aren’t blue, they’re
light brown.’
1. Why did the stranger try to pluck the narrator’s eyes?
2. What offer did the narrator make to save himself from the man?
3. Complete the following sentence suitably
If the man let the narrator go, he ___________________________
4. Do you think that the stranger’s sweetheart really asked for a bouquet of blue eyes? Why?
Score: Questions 1 to 3 - 1 score each
Time: 10 minutes

Question 4 - 2 scores
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Read the passage and answer the questions that follow:
I shrugged my shoulders, mumbled, ‘I’ll be right back,’ and went out into the darkness.
At first I couldn’t see anything at all. I groped my way along the stone-paved street. I lit a
cigarette. Suddenly the moon came out from behind a black cloud, lighting up a weatherbeaten white wall. I stopped in my tracks, blinded by that whiteness. A faint breeze stirred
the air and I could smell the fragrance of the tamarind trees. The night was murmurous with
the sounds of leaves and insects. The crickets had bivouacked among the tall weeds. I
raised my eyes: up there the stars were also camping out. I thought that the whole universe
was a grand system of signals, a conversation among enormous beings. My own actions,
the creak of a cricket, the blinking of a star, were merely pauses and syllables, odd fragments
of that dialogue. I was only one syllable, of only one word.
1. Who are engaged in the dialogue referred to in the passage?
2. ‘I was only one syllable, of only one word.’ What does it signify?
3. What quality of the night is felt quite striking for the narrator?
4. Classify the following group of words into two heads as shown below.
the moon came out from behind
Score: Questions 1 to 3 - 1 score each
Time: 10 minutes

Question 4 - 2 scores

Read the lines from the poem ‘Night of the Scorpion’ and answer the questions that
follow:
May your suffering decrease
the misfortunes of your next birth, they said.
May the sum of all evil
balanced in this unreal world
against the sum of good
become diminished by your pain.
May the poison purify your flesh
of desire, and your spirit of ambition,
they said, and they sat around
on the floor with my mother in the centre,
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the peace of understanding on each face.
More candles, more lanterns, more neighbours,
more insects, and the endless rain.
My mother twisted through and through,
groaning on a mat.
1. Who are the ‘they’ referred to in the lines?
2. What effect does the poison have on mother according to the folk assembled there?
3. What does ‘the peace of understanding on each face’ suggest?
4. Cite an instance of alliteration from the lines.
5. Pick out the line that hints ‘despite the prayers of the peasants the pain of the mother persisted’.
Score: Questions 1 to 4 - 1 score each
Time: 8 minutes
Read the lines from the poem ‘Night of the Scorpion’ and answer the questions that
follow:
I remember the night my mother
was stung by a scorpion. Ten hours
of steady rain had driven him
to crawl beneath a sack of rice.
Parting with his poison - flash
of diabolic tail in the dark room he risked the rain again.
The peasants came like swarms of flies
and buzzed the name of God a hundred times
to paralyse the Evil One.
With candles and with lanterns
throwing giant scorpion shadows
on the mud-baked walls
they searched for him: he was not found
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1. Who are the different persons referred to in these lines?
2. Cite an instance of simile from the lines.
3. What expression does the poet use to suggest that the scorpion has left the place after stinging
the mother?
4. How does the poet portray a tiny creature like scorpion as something big and gigantic?
Time: 8 minutes

Score: Questions 1 to 4 - 1 score each

Read the lines from the poem ‘Once Upon a Time’ and answer the questions that follow:
Once upon a time, son,
they used to laugh with their hearts
and laugh with their eyes;
but now they only laugh with their teeth,
while their ice-block-cold eyes
search behind my shadow.
1. What does the expression ‘Once Upon a Time’ imply?
2. Comment on the expression, ‘ but now they only laugh with their teeth’.
3. The poet talks about ‘their hearts’, ‘their teeth’, ‘and their ice-block-cold eyes’. Who are referred
to here?
4. Pick out the expressions the poet uses to contrast the past with the present.
Time: 8 minutes

Score: Questions 1 to 4 - 1 score each

Read the lines from the poem ‘Once Upon a Time’ and answer the questions that follow:
But believe me, son.
I want to be what I used to be
when I was like you. I want
to unlearn all these muting things.
Most of all, I want to relearn
how to laugh, for my laugh in the mirror
shows only my teeth like a snake’s bare fangs!
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1. What does the poet want to be? Pick out expressions from the lines above to justify your
answer.
2. Why are they called ‘muting things’?
3. What does the poet want to unlearn and relearn?
4. What confession does the poet make when he says ‘my laugh in the mirror shows only my
teeth like a snake’s bare fangs!’ ?
Time: 8 minutes

Score: Questions 1 to 4 - 1 score each

Read the lines from the poem ‘The Himalayas’ and answer the questions that follow:
At that time
I am seventeen, and have just started
to wear a sari every day.
Swami Anand is eighty nine
and almost blind.
His thick glasses don’t seem to work,
they only magnify his cloudy eyes.
Mornings he summons me
from the kitchen
and I read to him until lunch time.
One day he tells me
‘you can read your poems now’.
I read a few, he is silent.
Thinking he’s asleep, I stop.
But he says, ‘continue.’
I begin a long one
in which the Himalayas rise
as a metaphor.
1. What change can you notice in the speaker on the days referred to in these lines?
2. What purpose do the glasses serve for Swami Anand?
3. Why did the speaker stop reading her poem?
4. The narrator reads out a poem before Swami Anand. What idea do you get about her poem?
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Time: 8 minutes

Score: Questions 1 to 4 - 1 score each

Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow:
To sing a song has been deeply related to human life from ancient times. The first form
of song might be a lullaby sung by a mother to put her child to sleep. Children have a
special liking for songs. Grownups enjoy singing songs to babies and they enjoy listening
to them. In recent years, there has been a boom in ‘karaoke’. Karaoke includes CD players
with voice mixing facilities and are used to provide musical accompaniment for solos. The
Japanese word ‘kara’ of kara-oke means
empty, while the “oke” is a Japanese abbreviation of the English word, ‘orchestra.’ These
two words coming together mean an orchestra without a vocalist. Karaoke systems are
widespread in many countries nowadays. To relish karaoke is not difficult at all. All you
have to do is buy a karaoke CD and practice singing songs. Believe me! You will be a
singer one day!
1. Who, according to the author, is considered as the first singer of the world?
2. How does the author establish the idea that songs are deeply related to human life?
3. How does technology influence the singing habit of the humans?
4. What does the word ‘karaoke’ mean?
5. Do you agree with the author’s opinion that everyone can be a singer one day? Justify your
answer.
Score: Questions 1 to 5 - 1 score each
Time: 8 minutes
Question II

Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow:

The world appears to be gloomy in the absence of a true friend. Man, by nature, is a
social animal. A man, who lives alone, is either an angel or a beast. Therefore, the need for a
true and honest friend is always important for man. True friends, no doubt, are rare in this world.
A friend is the elixir of life and panacea for many ills. A friend is very useful at the time of adversity.
But there are many persons in this world who are fair weather friends. When one’s purse jingles
with money, they flock around him; otherwise, run away. I would always like to have friends who
possess qualities of both the head and heart. Do you have any one such friend?
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1. What do you mean by the phrase ‘fair weather’ friends?
2. ‘A friend is the elixir of life and panacea for many ills.’ What does this statement mean?
3. Why does the author state that friends should possess the qualities of both the head and the
heart?
4. ‘Friends are people who stand by you in times of need.’ Quote relevant sentence from the
passage which means the same.
5. What, according to the author, is so rare in this world?
Score: Questions 1 to 5 - 1 score each
Time: 8 minutes
Question III
Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow:
Trees are Nature’s wonders and a great gift to mankind as well as to all those who depend
on them. While some dependants stay on the trees, others come to them to rest or to feed. Still
others use them to raise their offsprings. Humans have used almost any and every tree to their
benefit. It is very sad that the same humans are destroying trees all over the world in the name of
‘development’. This can be to create factories, new townships, wider roads, railways,
entertainment centres and so on. They do not realise that they are making a big mistake. More
trees would mean better rains, cooler climates, and decreased use of air-conditioners and
refrigerators. This would lead to the reversal of global warming. What a wonderful thing to happen!
1. Why are trees considered as ‘Nature’s wonders’?
2. How does ‘development’ affect trees?
3. What do ‘more trees’ bring to us?
4. What a wonderful thing to happen!’ What is the wonderful thing referred to here?
5. Pick out the sentence that suggest ‘the selfish attitude of human beings’ from the passage.
Score: Questions 1 to 5 - 1 score each Time: 8 minutes
4. Constructing Discourses
The letter written by Swami’s father to the headmaster plays an important role in the
story ‘Father’s Help’. The content of the letter is not disclosed throughout the story.
Imagine the content of the letter and draft it.
Score: 6
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‘As he approached the yellow building he realized that he was perjuring himself and
was ruining his teacher.’ Swami was regretful of his lies. Imagine he wrote a letter
seeking apology from his teacher Samuel. How would that letter be?
Time: 12 minutes

Score: 6

Imagine that Swami explained everything that happened at school to his mother
after his father tore the letter into pieces. What could be the likely conversation between
them. Write at least six exchanges.
Time: 12 minutes

Score: 6

After the heated exchange between Swami and his teacher Samuel in the
classroom, Swami’s father happened to meet Samuel. What would be the likely
conversation between them?
Time: 12 minutes

Score: 6

Swami portrays Samuel as very violent, aggressive and cruel. As the story progresses
we see Samuel quite different. Prepare a character sketch of Samuel.
Time: 10 minutes

Score: 5

‘Deserve your Samuel.’ Father’s comment disappoints Swami. He expresses his
feelings in his diary. Write the likely diary entry of Swami in about 60 words.
Time: 10 minutes

Score: 5

Prepare the profile of R. K. Narayan using the details given below.
Name

:

R K Narayan

Birth

:

October 10, 1906, Chennai

Famous as

:

Novelist, short story writer

Brother

:

R.K Laxman (Famous Cartoonist)

Achievements

:

Padma Bhooshan(1964), Sahitya Akademi Award (1958),
A C Benson and awards
Medal (1980)
Nominated as Rajyasabha Member.

Famous works

:

Swami and Friends, The Guide, Malgudi days, The English
Teacher

Death

:

2001.

Time: 12 minutes

Score: 6
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At the end of the story ‘Games at Twilight’ Ravi felt heart broken. The events that led to
it are given below in jumbled order. Arrange them sequentially and develop them into a
paragraph using suitable linkers.

• The others had forgotten him and gone on with other work.
• Ravi, one of the hiders, hid in a dark and desolate shed.
• Ravi was silenced by a terrible sense of insignificance, caused by the ignominy of
being forgotten.
• The children decided to play the game hide and seek.
• He soon realised to win the game, he had to touch the Den.
• Everyone looked at him with amazement when he shouted out Den, Den, Den.
Time: 10 minutes

Score: 5

The narrator of the story ‘The Blue Bouquet’ got a letter from one of his friends after his
shocking experience. The letter is given below. Read it and prepare a reply to the letter.
26, Royal Avenue
NW15RE, Mexico
10th August

Dear friend,
Hope you are doing well. I heard about the strange experience you had in the street. I
am thoroughly confused. I can’t just believe it. What happened really? I want to know more
about it. Hope you will let me know of the details soon.

Convey my regards to all. Do reply.
With love,
Jacob Thomson
Time: 12 minutes

Score: 6
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A news report describing the bitter experience of the narrator of the story ‘The Blue
Bouquet’ is given below. Read it carefully and write a letter to the editor of a daily
expressing your concern on the increase of such violent incident.
Violence Never Ceases

Mexico: The incident that happened yesterday night scared the villagers again. A
tourist who went out for a walk in the street was attacked by a stranger. He attempted
to pluck out the eyes of the tourist using a knife. The stranger, it is said, was seeking
a pair of blue eyes. Fotunately, the tourist’s eyes were not blue and he was spared.
The police says that they have intensified the search for the culprit.
Time: 12 minutes

Score: 6

The narrator of the story ‘The Blue Bouquet’ was really shocked by the terrible incident
in the street. He ran to the hotel immediately after he was released by the stranger.
Seeing the frightened narrator the hotelkeeper enquires what really happened. Prepare
the likely conversation between them. Write at least 6 exchanges.
Time: 12 minutes

Score: 6

After the horrifying incident happened in the street the narrator of the story ‘The Blue
Bouquet’ ran back to his hotel room. Write a short narrative of his thoughts based on
the hints provided.
(Hints: repents disregarding hotelkeeper’s advise - praise to Almighty for the escape takes a pledge not to go out during night - thinks about the family members - decides to leave
the room at the earliest.)
Time: 15 minutes

Score: 7

The stranger in the story ‘The Blue Bouquet’ said that his sweetheart wished to have a
bouquet of blue eyes. Do you believe this? What do you think about the stranger’s
words? Write a paragraph expressing your views on the stranger’s demand in not
more than 60 words.
Time: 10 minutes

Score: 5
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The narrator of the story ‘The Blue Bouquet’ was really shocked by the incident that
happened in the street. He recorded his feelings in his diary as follows:

May 12, 2011
Unpredictable incidents always happen in my life. Strange experiences...unbelievable
encounters...Today’s was the most horrible one. When I paced slowly through the streets I
had the faintest idea about what was in store for me... Who was he? I didn’t dare to ask.
What really was his intention? Did he just plan to scare me? Did he really intend to gouge
my eyes? I still can’t believe what he said. Making a bouquet of blue eyes for his sweetheart!
What a strange idea! Narrate in about 120 words the incident that scared the narrator.
Score: 7
Given below is a note prepared by a newspaper reporter after interviewing the narrator
of the story ‘The Blue Bouquet’. Using the note prepare a news report of the incident.
A tourist was attacked-yesterday night- a strange incident-he walked outside-a stranger
demanded his eyes to make a bouquet- it was for his beloved-the incident shocked the touristseverybody was frightened-be careful to walk at night.
Time: 15 minutes

Score: 7

The narrator of the story ‘The Blue Bouquet’ was extremely frightened after the incident
that happened in the street at midnight. He jotted down his feelings and emotions in
his diary. How would the diary entry be?
Time: 10 minutes

Score: 5

Prepare the profile of Octavio Paz using the details given below.
Name

: Octavio Paz Lozano

Date of birth : March 31.1914
Place of birth : Mexico city
Famous as

:Poet and diplomat

Works

:Luna Silvestre (Wild Moon), Cabellera, The Labyrinth of Solitude

Awards

: Nobel Prize for Literature in 1990

Death

:1998

Time: 12 minutes

Score: 6
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Complete the following conversation suitably.
The Fox

:

Where’s your son?

Mother

:

He disobeyed me and went out to the woods.

The Fox

:

Hmm. You know what it means to break the laws, ____a___?

Mother

:

He is a kid. If you are angry like this _______b__________.

The Fox

:

A kid! _______________c___________________?

Mother

:

Yes, I did warn him not to go out.

The Fox

:

We won’t forgive him. ____________d______________?

Mother

:

I don’t know when he will be back.

The Fox

:

Oh! Give this baton to him when he comes.

Mother :

The more I request him to stay at home __________e_______

The Fox

:

Then let him face the consequences

Complete the following conversation suitably.
Sajeev

:

Did A.R Rahman win Oscar for ‘Monsoon Weddings’?

Rohit

:

You had better _____________a_________________

Sajeev

:

Please help me if you know.

Rohit

:

If I had known ________________b_______________

Sajeev

:

Your elder brother is a great fan of Rahman, ________c________?

Rohit

:

Yes, but he is not at home

Sajeev

: ________________d______________?

Rohit

:

He’s staying in the college hostel.

Sajeev

:

Give me his phone number.

Rohit

:

The more polite you ask _____________e_____________?

Sajeev

:

Hey, stop kidding. Please give me his number.

Here is a conversation between Sherlock Holmes and Dr. James Mortimer. Complete it
suitably.
Dr. James Mortimer

: There is something peculiar about your brain. It should be subjected
to study,
_______a_______?

Sherlock Holmes

: Well, only after my death. You had better ______b___
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Dr James Mortimer

: Oh, you’re funny. Well, Mr Holmes, if _____c_______ what
would have you been?

Sherlock Holmes

:I would’ve been a businessman.

Dr James Mortimer

: Sounds good. But Holmes you look too frail. You can put on
a little more weight, ______d________?

Sherlock Holmes

: The more I work ____________e____________.

Complete the conversation between the Principal and Swaminathan’s father suitably.
Father

:

Good morning, sir. I’m Swaminathan’s father.

Principal

:

Good morning, what ______________a________________?

Father

:

I want to know whether ___________b______________

Principal

:

Letter? What letter?

Father

:

I had written a letter of complaint about Mr. Samuel.

Principal

:

What for? He is a very good teacher.

Father

:

___________________c______________?

Principal

:

He’s been working here for the last 15 years.

Father

:

No complaints about him so far?

Principal

:

No, why?

Father

:

What about Swaminathan’s behaviour in school?

Principal

:

He is a bit naughty. _____________d________________?

Father

:

I’m very strict and he won’t play his pranks at home.

Principal

:
I don’t think a father should be so. The stricter you become
_________________e_________________.

Father

:

Thank you sir. I’ll try to change my ways with him.

Complete the following conversation suitably.
Swami

: Arun, my father treats me very rudely.

Arun

: Really? Why does he do that?

Swami

: My fate, what else? ____________a___________?

Arun

: He is also strict. But not rude I should say.

Swami

: How can I manage him?
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Arun

: The more you protest, ____________b___________

Swami

: That’s true. Your father’s a teacher, _______c______?

Arun

: Yes. If your father were a teacher ____________d___________

Swami

: Who knows?

Arun

: ____________e___________?

Swami

: Only once in a month I skip classes.

Arun

: Be a good boy Swami. Your father will like you very much.

Swami

: You preach to me as though ____________f___________

Arun

: You deserve your father!

Complete the following conversation suitably.
Raghu

: You hid in the shed for quite a long time, _______a______?

Ravi

: Yes, I wanted to be the champion.

Raghu

: Any idea, ____________b___________?

Ravi

: Almost one hour.

Raghu

: The quicker you came out ____________c___________

Ravi

: But then I wouldn’t win the game.

Raghu

: Even now you didn’t, _______d______?

Ravi

: Yes. I won. But you guys didn’t accept it.

Raghu

: You behave as if ____________e___________

Ravi

: You are also like the others, not accepting defeat.

Raghu

: ____________f___________?

Ravi

: No, I don’t think I have done anything against the rule of

1. Analysing Textual Passages
I. Read the following passage from ‘Tea-shops in Malayalam Cinema’ and answer the
questions that follow.
A customer at a tea-shop was regarded as simply an individual, not as a member
ofparticular caste or community. These individuals were also, in a sense, self- exiled from their
families. Persons who were considered worthless or insignificant in their families often achieved
a certain dignity at a tea-shop. Inserving as a space for free interaction of individuals whoENGLISH
come
from diverse social backgrounds, a tea-shop is no different from a cinema theatre. The
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atmosphere of a tea-shop often becomes tastier than the tea and snacks served! It is, therefore,
not surprising that tea-shops played and continue to play, a significant role in energising the
narrative of many Malayalam films.
1. What does the expression ‘simply an individual’ imply?
2. Why is the tea-shop a favourite hang-out for some people?
3. How, according to the author, does the tea-shop energise the narrative of many Malayalam
films?
4. What sort of people are considered ‘worthless and insignificant’ in theirfamilies?
5. How, according to the author is ‘a tea-shop no different from a theatre’?
6. Categorise the words given in brackets into two and complete the table below.
(insignificant, particular, regard, diverse, consider, come)
a. come

b. particular

a.1 ................

b.1 ..................

a.2. ................

b.2....................

Score: Questions 1 to 5 - 1 score each
Question 6 - 2 scores
II. Read the following passage from ‘Tea-shops in Malayalam Cinema’ and answer the
questions that follow.
The small wayside restaurants located mostly in villages and popularly known as ‘teashops’, played a crucial role in making panthibhojanam a way of life in Kerala. The tea-shops
were the products of two important social changes that were taking place at the time. One was
the increasing freedom of movement in public spaces acquired by the depressed sections of
society. The other was the emergence of an economy based on money. The tea-shop came into
existence at a time when wages began to be paid in cash, rather than in kind. It was also the
time when people were beginning to travel beyond the boundaries of their villages to sell what
they produced in their fields or small workshops.
1. In what ways do ‘tea-shops’ play a crucial role in Kerala’s social life?
2. When, according to the author, did tea-shops become a common thing in Kerala?
3. Look at the sentence, ‘One was the increasing freedom of movement in public spaces acquired
by the depressed sections of society.’ In the sentence ‘one’ is used instead of a noun phrase.
Write the noun phrase that can replace ‘one’ in the sentence.
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4. How were wages paid in the past? Cite an example for such a payment system.
5. What picture of the social life of Kerala in those days do you get from the passage
Score: Questions 1 to 3 - 1 score each
Question 4 & 5 - 2 scores
III. Read the following passage from ‘Tea-shops in Malayalam Cinema’ and answer the
questions that follow.
The tea-shop represents a time and space free from the drudgery of work, and therefore
teems with a wide cross-section of society. Along with genial villagers, one also finds local
toughs, political workers and, of course, a host of strangers at the tea-shop. The sheer
variety of the customers and the possible activities - reading newspapers, exchanging
local news, discussing politics, gossiping or just chatting - makes the tea-shop an ideal
place to reveal the ‘messages’ and concerns of the film. In every film which depicts the
conflict between the individual/family and society, the tea-shop, one can say, is a prominent
character.
1. Why is ‘tea-shop’ a favourite space for many customers?
2. What purpose do tea-shop scenes serve in films?
3. The variety of food served in a local tea-shop is very limited. But it offers other two varieties.
What are they?
4. Cite an instance each from the passage in which the linking word ‘and’ connects two noun
phrases.
5. Find out from the passage the word which is opposite in meaning to ‘conceal’.
Score: Questions 1 to 3 - 1 score each
Question 4 & 5 - 2 scores
IV. Read the following passage from ‘Sunshine through the Rain’ and answer the
questions that follow.
A forest. Tall trees are clearly visible through a thin mist. The trees and the thin
undergrowth of grass are lit up by bright sunshine that falls in beams through the gaps in
the canopies of the trees. The boy appears. He walks up and faces the camera. He wanders
among the trees, his eyes roving. He stops on seeing clouds of mist rising from the ground
a little away. As the boy watches intently, shapes emerge from the mist. It is a fox’s wedding.
A procession led by the groom and the bride with others in tow is on its way. The boy
watches, hidden from behind a tree. There is music in the background. The procession
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moves on with gentle, trotting steps. The procession reaches the tree behind which the
boy is hiding. They suddenly stop, turn and look in the boy’s direction. Frightened, the boy
runs away.
1. Why does the light appear to fall in beams?
2. Why does the boy watch the procession from behind a tree?
3. What are the ‘shapes’ that appear before the boy?
4. Pick out from the passage a word that means, ‘uppermost branches of trees
forming a layer of leaves’.
5. Why is the boy frightened?
6. Identify any two visual images that give a dream-like quality to the scene.
Score: Questions 1 to 5 - 1 score each
Question 6 - 2 scores
V. Read the following passage from ‘Sunshine through the Rain’ and answer the
questions that follow.
The boy’s house.
(As he walks up to the house, he finds Mother standing under the eaves of the gatehouse. )
Mother

: You watched something you shouldn’t have. I can’t let you in. An angry fox came
looking for you. He left this for you.

(Mother hands the boy a baton. The boy turns it in his hands and finds it is a sheath that
encloses a dagger. The boy draws out the dagger and then puts it back into the sheath.)
Mother

: You are supposed to kill yourself. Go quickly and ask their forgiveness.Give the
knife back and tell them how sorry you are.

(Mother turns, walks to the front door, half closes the door and turns.)
Mother

: They don’t usually forgive. You must be ready to die. Get going. Unless they
forgive you, I can’t let you in.

Boy

: But I don’t know where they live.

Mother

: You’ll find out. On a day like this, there are always rainbows. Foxes live under
rainbows.

(The Mother closes the door on the boy’s face.)
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1. What advice does the mother give the boy to save him from the foxes’ anger?
2. Do you think the mother is being cruel to the boy? Justify your answer.
3. ‘On a day like this, there are always rainbows.’ What is the speciality of the day referred to
here?
4. Pick out any two sentences from the above passage that are commands or directions.
Score: Questions 1 to 3 - 1 score each
Question 4 - 2 scores
VI. Read the following passage from ‘The Beggar and the King’ and answer the questions
that follow.
THE KING

: Send the beggar here.

THE SERVANT

: O King!

THE KING

: Ha! I rather fancy the fellow will stop his noise when the king commands
him to. Ha, ha, ha!

THE SERVANT

: O King, thou wilt not have a beggar brought into thy royal chamber!

THE KING

: (pleased with his idea) Yea. Go outside and tell this fellow that the king
desires his presence.

THE SERVANT

: O great and illustrious king, thou wilt surely not do this thing. Thou wilt
surely not soil thy royal eyes by looking on such a filthy creature. Thou wilt
surely not contaminate thy lips by speaking to a common beggar who cries
aloud in the streets for bread.

THE KING

: My ears have been soiled too much already. Therefore go now and do as
I have commanded thee.

THE SERVANT

: O great and illustrious king, thou wilt surely not—

THE KING

: (roaring at him) I said, Go! (The Servant, abashed, goes out.) Forsooth, I
fancy the fellow will stop his bawling when I order him to. Forsooth, I fancy
he will be pretty well frightened when he hears that the king desires his
presence. Ha, ha, ha, ha!

1. What does the king fancy the beggar would do?
2. What suggestion by the servant pleases the king?
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3. How, according to the servant, would the king’s eyes and lips be affected if the beggar was
brought into the palace?
4. What reason does the king finally give for bringing the beggar to the palace?
5. Look at the sentence: ‘My ears have been soiled too much by the beggar.’
Now, begin the sentence with ‘The beggar . . . . . .’
Score: Questions 1 to 5 - 1 score each
VII. Read the following passage from the story ‘The Bet’ and answer the questions that
follow.
The old banker remembered all this and thought: ‘Tomorrow at twelve o’clock he will
regain his freedom. By our agreement I ought to pay him two millions. If I do pay him, it is all
over with me: I shall be utterly ruined.’ Fifteen years before, his millions had been beyond
his reckoning; now he was afraid to ask himself which were greater, his debts or his assets.
‘Cursed bet!’ muttered the old man, clutching his head in despair, ‘Why didn’t the man die?
He is only forty now. He will take my last penny from me, he will marry, will enjoy life, will
gamble on the Exchange; while I shall look at him with envy like a beggar, and hear from
him every day the same sentence: ‘I am indebted to you for the happiness of my life, let me
help you!’ No, it is too much! The one means of being saved from bankruptcy and disgrace
is the death of that man!’
1. ‘I am indebted to you for the happiness of my life’. Who are the ‘I’ and the ‘you’ referred to in
this sentence.
2. Greed for money leads men to cruelty. What cruel deed does the banker think about?
3. ‘Cursed bet!’ Why does the banker consider the bet a curse?
4. Pick out an expression that suggests the state of mind of the banker.
5. Find out a word from the passage that means ‘not having enough money to pay one’s debts’.
Score: Questions 1 to 5 - 1 score each
VIII. Read the following passage from the story ‘The Bet’ and answer the questions that
follow.
It was a dark autumn night. The old banker was walking up and down his study and
remembering how, fifteen years before, he had given a party one autumn evening. There
had been many clever men there and many interesting conversations. Among other things
they had talked of capital punishment. The majority of the guests, among whom were many
journalists and intellectual men, disapproved of death penalty. They considered that form
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of punishment out of date, immoral and unsuitable for Christian states. In the opinion of
some of them, death penalty ought to be replaced everywhere by imprisonment for life.
1. What was the weather like?
2. What was the major issue discussed by the banker and his friends?
3. Why did some of them disapprove death penalty?
4. The word ‘immoral is derived from the word ‘moral’ by adding the prefix ‘im’ to it. Pick out two
such words that are formed by adding prefixes other than ‘im’ from the passage.
Score: Questions 1 to 3 - 1 score each
Question 4 - 2 scores
IX. Read the following passage from the story ‘The Bet’ and answer the questions that
follow.
At the table a man unlike ordinary people was sitting motionless. He was a skeleton
with the skin drawn tight over his bones, with long curls like a woman’s and a shaggy
beard. His face was yellow with an earthy tint in it, his cheeks were hollow, his back long
and narrow and the hand on which his shaggy head was propped was so thin and delicate
that it was dreadful to look at it.His hair was already streaked with silver and seeing his
emaciated, aged- looking face, no one would have believed that he was only forty. He was
asleep.... In front of his bowed head there lay on the table a sheet of paper on which there
was something written in fine handwriting. ‘Poor creature!’ thought the banker, ‘he is asleep
and most likely dreaming of the millions. And I have only to take this half-dead man, throw
him on the bed, stifle him a little with the pillow, and the most conscientious expert would
find no sign of a violent death. But let us first read what he has written here...’
1. Why was the man described as ‘unlike ordinary people’?
2. What impressions do you get while looking at the man?
3. Who could be the ‘most conscientious expert’ that the banker had in his mind?
4. Why did the banker think that taking the man’s life was quite simple?
5. Look at the following sentence from the passage.
‘At the table a man unlike ordinary people was sitting motionless.’
Here ‘at the table’ is used before the subject ‘a man’. Pick out one such sentence from the
passage.
Score: Questions 1 to 5 - 1 score each
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X. Read the following passage from the story, ‘Balthazar’s Marvellous Afternoon’ and
answer the questions that follow:
The cage was finished. Balthazar hung it under the eaves, from force of habit, and
when he finished lunch everyone was already saying that it was the most beautiful cage in
the world. So many people came to see it that a crowd formed in front of the house and
Balthazar had to take it down and close the shop. ‘You have to shave,’ Ursula, his wife, told
him. ‘You look like a capuchin.’ ‘It’s bad to shave in the afternoon.’ He had two weeks
growth, short, hard, and bristly hair like the mane of a mule and the general expression of
a frightened boy. He did not know that for some people the cage he had just made was the
most beautiful one in the world. For him, accustomed to making cages since childhood, it
had been hardly any more difficult than the others.
‘Rest for a while then,’ Ursula said to him.
1. Why did Ursula describe Balthazar as a capuchin?
2. Why did Balthazar hang the cage under the eaves?
3. Why didn’t Balthazar have the same feelings of others about the beauty of the cage?
4. What reason did Balthazar say for not accepting Ursula’s suggestion to shave?
5. Look at the sentence: Maya is used to getting up early. Substitute the underlined phrase with
a suitable word/phrase from the passage.
6. Read the following sentence.
The cage was finished.
Begin the sentence with – Balthazar ....
Score: Questions 1 to 6 - 1 score each
XI. Read the following passage from the speech, ‘Art that Heals’ and answer the
questions that follow:
One of my parents’ deepest fears, I suspect, was that society would not properly value
me as a musician, that I wouldn’t be appreciated. I had very good grades in high school, I
was good in science and math, and they imagined that as a doctor or a research chemist
or an engineer, I might be more appreciated than I would be as a musician. On some level,
I think, my parents were not sure themselves what the value of music was, what its purpose
was. And they loved music, they listened to classical music all the time. They just weren’t
really clear about its function. We live in a society that puts music in the ‘arts and
entertainment’ section of the newspaper. Serious music, the kind your kids are about to
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engage in, has absolutely nothing whatsoever to do with entertainment. In fact it’s the
opposite of entertainment. Let me talk a little bit about music, and how it works.
1. Who is the ‘I’ referred to in the passage above?
2. What was the fear that his parents had?
3. Pick out a sentence from the passage that suggests that Karl was very studious.
4. Did Karl’s parents love music? Find out the expression from the passage that supports your
view.
5. Find the word from the passage that means ‘to recognize the good qualities of somebody’.
6. What is the attitude of the society towards music?
Score: Questions 1 to 6 - 1 score each
2. Analysing Textual Poems
I. Read the following lines from ‘Celluloid Heroes’ and answer the questions that follow.
Everybody’s a dreamer and everybody’s a star,
And everybody’s in movies, it doesn’t matter who you are.
There are stars in every city,
In every house and on every street,
And if you walk down Hollywood boulevard
Their names are written in concrete!
1. What does the expression ‘Everybody is in movies’ signify?
2. In what sense is ‘Everybody a star’?
3. Which place is referred to in these lines?
4. The line, ‘Their names are written in concrete!’ can suggest two meanings. Explain.
Score: Questions 1 to 4 - 1 score each
II. Read the following lines from ‘Celluloid Heroes’ and answer the questions that follow.
You can see all the stars as you walk down Hollywood boulevard,
Some that you recognise, some that you’ve hardly even heard of,
People who worked and suffered and struggled for fame,
Some who succeeded and some who suffered in vain.
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Everybody’s a dreamer and everybody’s a star
And everybody’s in show biz, it doesn’t matter who you are.
1. What does the poet mean by ‘all the stars’?
2. What could be the sufferings and struggles of the ones who struggled for fame?
3. Pick out from the stanza the expression other than ‘Hollywood boulevard’ that stands for ‘movie
world’.
4. Which line conveys the idea that ‘one’s entry into Hollywood is not a sure way to be successful
in life’?
Score: Questions 1 to 4 - 1 score each
III. Read the following lines from ‘Celluloid Heroes’ and answer the questions that follow.
I wish my life was a non-stop Hollywood movie show,
A fantasy world of celluloid villains and heroes,
Because celluloid heroes never feel any pain
And celluloid heroes never really die.
1. What does the writer want his life to be?
2. Why is the movie world called ‘a fantasy world’?
3. Celluloid Heroes never feel any pain. Do you agree to this statement? Why?
4. What message does the writer convey through the above lines?
Score: Questions 1 to 4 - 1 score each
IV. Read the following lines from ‘Cactus’ and answer the questions that follow.
Thorns are my language.
I announce my existence
With a bleeding touch.
Once these thorns were flowers.
I loathe lovers who betray.
Poets have abandoned the deserts
to go back to the gardens.
Only camels remain here, and merchants
Who trample my flowers to dust.
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1. How does thorns become the language of cactus?
2. Pick out the line which suggests that ‘Cactus once led a comfortable life’.
3. Who does the cactus represent?
4. Why do you think the poets go back to the gardens?
Score: Questions 1 to 4 - 1 score each
V. Read the following lines from ‘Cactus’ and answer the questions that follow.
One thorn for each rare drop of water.
I don’t tempt butterflies.
No bird sings my praise.
I don’t yield to droughts.
I create another beauty
beyond the moonlight,
this side of dreams,
a sharp, piercing,
parallel language.
1. Who does ‘I’ stand for?
2.‘I don’t tempt butterflies. No bird sings my praise. What do these lines signify?
3. Quote the line that suggests ‘Cactus is a tough fighter’.
4. Comment on the expression ‘parallel language’.
Score: Questions 1 to 4 - 1 score each
VI. Read the following lines from ‘In the Country’ and answer the questions that follow.
This life is sweetest; in the wood
I hear no children cry for food;
I see no woman, white with care;
No man, with muscles wasting here.
No doubt it is a selfish thing
To fly from human suffering;
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No doubt he is a selfish man,
Who shuns poor creatures sad and wan.
But it’s a wretched life to face
Hunger in almost every place;
Cursed with a hand that’s empty, when
The heart is full to help all men.
1. Do you agree with the poet’s view about the life in a town? Why?
2. Write the rhyme scheme followed in the stanzas.
3. Why do people run away from human sufferings?
4. What does the expression ‘wretched life’ imply?
Score: Questions 1 to 4 - 1 score each
VII. Read the following lines from ‘In the Country’ and answer the questions that follow.
Can I admire the statue great,
When living men starve at its feet?
Can I admire the park’s green tree,
A roof for homeless misery?
When I can see few men in need,
I then have power to help by deed,
Nor lose my cheerfulness in pityWhich I must do in every city.
For when I am in those great places,
I see ten thousand suffering faces;
Before me stares a wolfish eye.
Behind me creeps a groan or sigh.
1. What attitude of the poet is revealed here?
2. Write the rhyme scheme followed in the stanzas.
3. Pick out the line that conveys the intensity of suffering faces.
4. What does the expression ‘wolfish eye’ signify?
Score: Questions 1 to 4 - 1 score each
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VIII. Read the following lines from ‘The Master’ and answer the questions that follow:
And he installed himself and his brushes amid the dung and the flies,
and studied the horses - their bodies’ keen alertness eye-sparkle of one, another’s sensitive stance,
the way a third moved graceful in his bulk and painted at last the emperor’s favourite,
the charger named ‘Nightshining White,’
Whose likeness after centuries still dazzles.
1. What act of Han Kan shows that he is a real master?
2. What details of horses did Han Kan study?
3. Why did Han Kan name his horse as ‘Nightshining White’?
4. Pick out the line that suggests the painting will last for years?
Score: Questions 1 to 4 - 1 score each
IX. Read the following lines from ‘The Arrow and the Song’ and answer the questions
that follow:
I breathed a song into the air,
It fell to earth, I knew not where;
For who has sight so keen and strong
That it can follow the flight of song?
Long, long afterward, in an oak
I found the arrow, still unbroken;
And the song, from beginning to end,
I found again in the heart of a friend.
1. Why did the speaker say that he did not know where the song fell?
2. Where did the speaker find the song long afterwards?
3. How was the arrow found in the oak tree?
4. Write the rhyme scheme followed in the stanza.
Score: Questions 1 to 4 - 1 score each
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3. Analysing Unfamiliar Passages
I. Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow:
TIME WITH GRANDPA
Ben jumped from bed as soon as the first bit of sun peeped through his window. He
grabbed his bag from his shelf and opened it on the floor. Ben put in some of his favourite
things to take with him on his trip to visit Grandpa. He put in a book on building forts, a
book on making go-carts and a new book he had taken from the library about a kid detective
who creates his own spy gear. He also put in a model car kit and his stuffed bear. He was
ready to go! Going to visit his grandfather for a week was always Ben’s favourite part of
summer vacation. Grandpa would take him fishing and to baseball games. Grandpa also
taught Ben how to fix things around the house. Last year, when he was eight-years-old,
Ben had learned how to replace a broken doorknob and how to fix a leaky tap. Grandpa
was patient and did not mind taking many hours to show Ben how to use his tools. Ben’s
mom came to his bedroom door. ‘Grandpa’s here,’ she said with a smile. Ben grabbed his
backpack and ran into the kitchen where Grandpa was waiting. ‘Ready, big guy?’ asked
Grandpa. ‘Or do you want to eat breakfast before we leave?’ ‘Ready,’ said Ben. As he
kissed his mother good-bye, he felt his stomach rumble. ‘We can eat later!’
1. What is the most likely reason for Ben to jump out of bed?
2. Judging by the things Ben put in his bag, what will one think Ben is going to do most during the
vacation?
3. Why does visiting Grandpa become a favourite part of Ben’s vacation?
4. What two things did Ben learn from his Grandpa last year?
5. What impressions do you form about Ben’s Grandpa?
Score: Questions 1 to 5 - 1 score each
II. Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow:
One evening as the Guru was meditating a thief with a sharp sword entered, demanding
either his money or his life, the Guru told him: ‘Do not disturb me. You can find the money in
that drawer.’ Then he resumed his meditation. A little while afterwards he stopped and
called: ‘Don’t take it all. I need some to pay taxes tomorrow.’ The intruder gathered up
most of the money and started to leave. ‘Thank a person when you receive a gift,’ the Guru
added. The man thanked him and went off. A few days afterwards the fellow was caught
and confessed, among others, the offence against the Guru. When the Guru was called as
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a witness he said: ‘This man is no thief, at least as far as I am concerned. I gave him the
money and he thanked me for it.’ After he had finished his prison term, the men went to the
Guru and became his disciple.
1. What did the thief want from the Guru?
2. How did the Guru react against the threat from the thief?
3. Why did the Guru ask the thief not to take all the money?
4. Give a suitable title to the story.
5. What, in your opinion, made the thief become the disciple of the Guru?
Score: Questions 1 to 5 - 1 score each
III. Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow:
CLOCKS
The clock is a very old invention. Sundials were used in ancient times. Sundials work
by measuring shadows that are cast by the sun. Candle clocks were used a very long time
ago. Candle clocks work by measuring the time it takes for the wax to melt. Hourglasses
are similar to candle clocks because they also measure the time it takes for something to
happen. Hourglasses work by measuring the time it takes for sand to pour through a small
opening into a glass. Mechanical clocks appeared in the 13th century in Europe. They
work with a system of moving gears. The gears always move at the same speed. Pendulum
clocks work with a swinging weight. The swinging weight is called pendulum. The pendulum
makes the clock parts move. Now people typically use mechanical clocks or digital clocks.
Digital clocks show numbers on a screen. The numbers represent the time. Some people
use auditory clocks. Auditory clocks use language to tell the time aloud. Computers also
use clocks. Computers use internal clocks in order to work properly. In today’s world, clocks
are everywhere - in homes, schools, offices, and public places. Many people live their
lives according to the clock. People go to work and return home according to the clock.
School days start and end according to the clock. Airplanes take off and land according to
the clock. It is fun to imagine a world without clocks!
1. What were the different types of clocks used in ancient times?
2. How is time measured using a candle clock?
3. What is the advantage of a mechanical clock?
4. What kind of a clock would you suggest for a blind person?
5. Why does the author say that it is fun to imagine a world without clocks?
Score: Questions 1 to 5 - 1 score each
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IV. Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow:
I arrived at the address and honked the horn. ‘Just a minute’, answered a frail, elderly
voice. After a long pause, the door opened. A small woman in her eighties stood before
me. She was wearing a faded silk sari and a frill blouse, with a colourful shawl wrapped
around her neck, like somebody straight out of a 1970’s family movie. By her side was a
small plastic suitcase. The house looked as if no one had lived in it for years. ‘Would you
carry my bag out to the car?’ she said. I took the suitcase to the cab. She took my arm and
we walked slowly toward the cab. She kept thanking me for my kindness. ‘It’s nothing’, I
told her. ‘I just try to treat my passengers the way I would want my mother treated.’
‘Oh, you’re such a good guy,’ she said.
When we got in the cab, she gave me an address and then asked, ‘Could you drive me
through the city? It’s not the shortest way.’
‘Oh, I don’t mind,’ I said.
‘I’m in no hurry. I’m on my way to an old age home,’ she said. I looked in the rear-view
mirror. Her eyes were glistening.
‘My kids are far away, I don’t have anyone here to take care of me,’ she continued in a soft
voice. ‘The doctor says I don’t have very long.’ I quietly reached over and shut off the meter.
‘What route would you like me to take?’ I asked. For the next few hours, we drove through
the city. She showed me the building where she had once worked as a bank clerk. We
drove through the neighbourhood where she had lived before she got wed. She showed
me the park, where she walked hand in hand with the man she loved. She had me pull up
in front of a mall that had once been a wedding hall where her kids had been married off. At
the first hint of the sun dipping below the horizon, she said, ‘I’m tired. Let’s go now’. We
drove in silence to the address she had given me. It was a low block of
buildings. I opened the trunk and took the small suitcase to the door. ‘How much do I owe
you?’ she asked, reaching into her purse. ‘Nothing,’ I said ‘You have to make a living,’ she
answered. ‘There are other passengers,’ I responded. Almost without thinking, I held her
hands and gave them a squeeze. She held onto mine tightly. ‘You gave an old woman a
little moment of unforgettable joy,’ she said. ‘Thank you.’ I squeezed her hand, and then
walked away into the fading light. Behind me, a door shut.
1. Why does the narrator feel that the woman was ‘somebody straight out of a 1970’s family
movie’?
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4. What was the unforgettable joy that the narrator gave to the woman?
5. Give a suitable title to the story.
Score: Questions 1 to 5 - 1 score each
V. Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow:
MEMORIES
Memories of the past have something to do with tragedies: pain, insult, loss, grief... When
I was a child, I was a good marksman. I was adept at aiming at any mango or cashew fruit
and bringing it down with stones. Once, while I was going to school, I saw an owl on a tree.
I don’t know what came over me. I aimed and threw a stone at it. And it dropped to the
ground dead. This painful memory has stayed with me since then and still haunts me.
There are many things in life that you can’t repair later. Our house was in the middle of a
large garden with a variety of trees-mango, cashew, coconut, arecanut, jackfruit, tamarind.
There was hardly any tree I had not climbed. Once on top of the tree I would forget about
the laws of gravitation. And naturally it was normal routine for me to fall off them. As it
became a regular affair, my mother kept a dish of herbal oil handy so that she could take it
with her every time she rushed to the spot where I hit the ground with a big thud.
1. Why does the narrator call himself a good marksman?
2. What is the haunting memory that still pains the narrator?
3. What happened when the narrator forgot the laws of gravitation?
4. What made the narrator’s mother keep a dish of herbal oil?
5. ‘Memories of the past have something to do with tragedies.’ How does the narrator prove
this?
Score: Questions 1 to 5 - 1 score each
4. Constructing Discourses
I. Drafts a write-up
‘Certain stock scenes in films assume significance when we look at them through
another perspective.’ Do you agree with this statement? Prepare a write-up in about 120
words expressing your views in the light of the article ‘Tea-shops in Malayalam Cinema’.

(Hints: ordinary things assume significance on a deeper analysis - tea-shops in Malayalam
cinema - a way side shop for tea and snacks - platform for public discourse - secular
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space - communal harmony - worthless persons gain dignity - energises the narrative of
the cinema)
Score: 7
II. Prepares a speech
In connection with the Film Festival organised in your school, you are asked to deliver
a speech on the ‘Social Relevance of Films’. Prepare the speech in about 120 words.
(Hints: films - not just a medium of entertainment - reflects the issues of the society documents culture - provides messages - society’s beliefs, customs, dress codes, food
habits etc.)
Score: 7
III. Drafts a write-up
The article ‘Tea-shops in Malayalam Cinema’ and the screenplay ‘Sunshine through
the Rain’ document the cultural elements of two societies. Still there are parellels. Justify
the statement comparing the article and the screenplay. Prepare a write- up in about 120
words expressing your views.
(Hints: tea-shop - documents the history of Kerala - the social movements - how and
when tea-shops emerged - the different people - their different lives - screenplay documents the dress code - the beliefs - customs of the people of Japan - the myth
shown in the film seen in the belief systems of the people of Kerala)
Score: 7
IV. Drafts a write-up
In his article ‘Tea-shops in Malayalam Cinema’ C.S. Venkiteswaran considers the teashop a secular space. Do you agree with his view? Substantiate your arguments and prepare a
short write-up of about 60 words.
Score: 5
V. Prepares speech
Imagine that the literary club of your school is organising a competition in speech. The
topic given is ‘The role of tea-shops in Kerala’s social life’ Prepare a speech in about 60 words
in the light of the article ‘Tea-shops in Malayalam Cinema’.
Score: 6
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VI. Prepares descriptions
Tea-shops play a significant role in some of the movies. Describe in about 60 words the
role played by a tea-shop in any one of the movies you have seen.
Score: 5
VII. Drafts a write-up
‘Cinema documents the history and culture of our times.’ Examine the statement on the
basis of your reading of the article ‘Tea-shops in Malayalam Cinema’ and prepare a brief writeup in about 60 words.
Score: 5
VIII. Prepares a profile based on the details given
Write a short profile of Akira Kurosawa using the details given below.
Nationality

: Japan

Famous as

: Director – Producer – Screen writer - Editor

Major works

: Drunken angel (1948) Rashomon (1950) Seven Samurai (1954)

Awards and achievements: Asian of the century (posthumously)Oscar award for lifetime
achievements (1990)
Score: 6
IX. Prepares short paragraphs
A debate is to be held in your class on the topic ‘Movies are meant for entertainment’.
You have to argue against the topic by pointing out the educative value and cultural values of
films. Present your arguments in not more than 60 words.
Score: 5
X. Prepares a notice
Make use of the features of a good notice
The film club of your school is organising a film festival. BICYCLE THIEVES,
CHEMMEEN, and NEELAKKUYIL are some of the films to be screened. Shaji N Karun, one
of the famous film directors of Kerala, will inaugurate the festival. Draft a notice giving details.
Score: 5
XI. Prepares news report
Make use of the features of a good news report
The school Film Club has organised a film festival at the school auditorium. DREAMS,
CHILDREN OF HEAVEN, and MODERN TIMES were among the films screened in the
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festival. Film director Adoor Gopalakrishnan in his inaugural speech stressed on the cultural
and educative values of cinema. Prepare a news report of the film festival.
Score: 6
XII. Prepares formal letters
Makes use of the features of a formal letter.
The article ‘Tea-shops in Malayalam Cinema’ throws light on the importance role played
by tea-shops in Kerala society. Write a letter to Dr C.S. Venkiteswaran appreciating his article.
Score: 6
XIII. Drafts a write-up
The characters in the one-act play ‘The Beggar and the King’ are true representatives of
the present society. Do you agree with this statement? Prepare a brief write-up in about 120
words justifying the statement.
(Hints: dictators suppress the demands of the people - cries of the downtrodden neglected
- characters of the play represents the two classes everywhere - beggar the central character he dominates towards the end of the play - king becomes submissive - servant later inclined to
the beggar)
Score: 7
XIV. Drafts a write-up
Makes use of the features of a write-up
‘No dictator can suppress the suffering millions forever.’ Comment on the statement in
the light of the play ‘The Beggar and the King’ and prepare a write-up in about 120 words.
(Hints: beggar cries for bread - the cries annoy the king - orders to send him away - cries
louder - soldiers cut off his tongue - cries again - slain by the soldiers - regains life - commands
the king - proclaims his strength)
Score: 7
XV. Drafts a write-up
The beggar in the play ‘The Beggar and the King’ and the lawyer in the story ‘The Bet’ are
victims of suffering. In your view, whose suffering is more severe? Express your views comparing
the characters in about 120 words.
(Hints: beggar - tortured by the king and his power - suffering imposed by authority unending suffering - lawyer - suffering self imposed - gains wisdom)
Score: 7
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XVI. Prepares review
Hope you have enjoyed reading the play ‘The Beggar and the King’. Prepare a brief
review of the play in about 120 words.
(Hints: your views on the plot of the play - the most appealing character - setting of the
play - dialogues used - climax of the play -relevance to the present day - recommendations)
Score: 7
XVII. Prepares announcement
The Arts Club of your school has decided to stage the play ‘The Beggar and the King’.
Prepare a text for announcement before the staging of the play.
Score: 5
XVIII. Prepares a character sketch
The ‘servant’ plays an important role in the development of the play ‘The Beggar and the
King’. Though he supports the King he never negates the demands the beggar puts forward.
Prepare the character sketch of the servant.
Score: 6
XIX. Prepares character sketch
The beggar in the play ‘the Beggar and the King’ is not an ordinary human being. When
his tongue was cut he has grown another. When he was killed he gets another life. Who does the
beggar represent in the play? Prepare the character sketch of the ‘Beggar’.
Score: 6
XX. Prepares paragraphs
‘My strength is greater than a mountain and my words are more fearful than a hurricane.
With one breath of my mouth I can blow over this whole palace’. Is the beggar in the play a mere
beggar or something more than that? Prepare a write-up in about 60 words substantiating your
views.
Score: 5
XXI. Prepares formal letters
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The king in the play is a typical character who always tries to cling to his throne of power
without giving care and protection to his subjects. Prepare a letter of complaint to the king urging
him to take immediate measures to eradicate poverty from the land.
Score: 6
XXII. Prepares notice
The Literary Club of your school has planned to stage the play ‘The Beggar and the King’
in your school. Being the Secretary of the club you are asked to prepare a notice to be circulated
among the students and teachers. Draft the notice highlighting the theme and relevance of the
play.
Score: 5
XXIII. Prepares narratives
Imagine that Ursula narrates to one of her friends how Balthazar made the cage and
finally presented it to Pepe as a gift. Narrate it in the words of Ursula in about 120 words. You
may begin like this: Balthazar, my husband made a beautiful cage. .......
(Hints: most beautiful cage – making cages since childhood – visitors to the cage – two
weeks of continuous work – asks to take rest – irons shirt and pants – asks him to sell it for sixty
pesos – Doctor Octavio comes to see the cage – tells him that it was already sold – supports
Balthazar - Balthazar takes the cage to Jose Montiel - ill treatment - his wife’s reaction - Pepe’s
arrival - Balthazar’s final decision)
Score: 7
XXIV. Prepares notice
The English club of your school is organizing a Music Festival. As the Secretary of the
club, you have invited Sri. M.K.Arjunan, the famous music composer to inaugurate the function.
Prepare a notice showing the details of the function.
Score: 5
XXV. Prepares notice
Pepe jumped with joy when Balthazar gifted him the cage. His joy knew no bounds when
he got it. He makes an entry in his diary expressing his happiness. Prepare the likely diary entry.
Score: 5
XXVI. Prepares news report
The news of Balthazar’s marvellous cage spread far and wide. Imagine that the news
appeared in one of the leading newspapers. Write the likely news report in about 60 words.
Score: 5
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XXVII. Prepares formal letters
You would like to invite Mr Hariharan, one of the playback singers, to the Music Festival
organized in your school. Write the likely letter inviting and seeking a convenient date from
him to participate in the function.
Score: 5
5. Using Language Elements
I. After watching the play, ‘The Beggar and the King’ Ravi told his mother the following:
The servant asked the king to listen to a tale which had happened the previous day. The
King replied that he was listening. Write the words of the servant and the king. You may begin
like:
Servant:

‘O King, .........................................................................................’

King :

‘ I....................................................................................................’
Score: 2

II. Read the piece of conversation below and answer the questions.
The King

: Why does he cry for bread?

The servant

: O King, he cries for bread in order that he may fill his belly.

a. What did the king ask?
b. What was the servant’s reply?
Score: 2
III. Read the conversation and complete the sentences given below:
John

: What a beautiful picture!

Ganga : Thank you. I knew you would like it.
a. John exclaimed ________________________________
b. Ganga thanked ________________________________
IV. Read the dialogue given below and complete the passage.
Appu : When is the Youth festival in your school scheduled?
Ammu : It is scheduled for Friday.
Appu : Are you participating in any of the items?
Ammu : Yes, I’m participating in the light music competition.
Appu : Why have you chosen that item?
Ammu : Music is my greatest passion.
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Appu asked Ammu _____________________________a____________________
In reply to it she said___________________________b_____________________
Then Appu enquired ________________________c_____________________
Ammu answered that she ______________________d______________________
Then Appu again asked her why _________________e___________________
To this Ammu answered that ______________________f___________________
Score: 6
V. Edits and refines a loosely written passage
Given below is a passage from Sonu’s Science notebook. There are a few errors in it which are
given in bold letters. Edit the passage.
Water evaporate (a) from lakes and oceans. The water vapour condenses into tiny droplets
for (b) water. The droplet (c) crowd together and form clouds. The clouds blew (d) towards the
land by the wind. The tiny droplets join and fall as precipitation to a (e) ground. The water soaks
into the ground and collects on (f) rivers and lakes.
Score: 6
VI. Edits and refines a loosely written passage
The errors in the passage below are given in bold letters. Edit it.
Mr Moorthi said that he was very sorry that he cannot (a) attend the sales conference on
Monday. He was leaving for Shimla that evening and would be not back (b) till Wednesday. He
wished Mr. Salim attending (c) the conference instead. Mr. Moorthi will (d) be happy if he was
informed about it by that evening, so that Mr. Salim could make him (e) travel arrangements. He
apologised for the inconvenience causes (f).
Score : 6
VII. Edits and refines a loosely written passage
There are a few errors in the passage which are given in bold letters. Edit the following
passage.
As a medium the cinema goes far beyond mere entertainment to becoming (a) a record
of time and space, on (b) everything that moved (c) or stands still before the camera. Its history
is also the history of our culture: of us (d) speech and body language; of our dress-code; of our
way (e) of living and make (f).
Score: 6
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VIII. Edits and refines a loosely written passage
The errors in the passage given below are highlighted. Edit the following passage.
It was the first day in school. The young scholars have (a) to introduce theirself (b) to
their teacher. The teacher follow (c) the convention (d) ritual. He going (e) up to each one of
them and waited expectant (f). The girl sat (g) at the end of the row was his daughter.
Score: 7
IX. Uses language elements relevant to the context
Look at the following sentences:
1. My brother burst the crackers and my leg was hurt.
2. The master and the servant were arrested.
3. Meenu was sick but active.
In sentence (1) the linking word ‘and’ connects two sentences, in sentence (2) ‘and’ connects
two noun phrases and in sentence (3) two adjectives are connected by the linking word ‘but’.
Frame three sentences of similar pattern using ‘and’ in the first two sentences and ‘but’ in the
third.
Score: 3
X. Uses language elements relevant to the context
Look at the following sentences:
1. The books can be kept both on the shelf and on the table.
2. You may either ring the bell or call me.
3. Sheela dictated the notes and I wrote it down.
In the first sentence, the linker ‘and’ combines two prepositional phrases; in the second,
the linker ‘either or’ combines two verb phrases and in sentence (3), two sentences are combined
by the linker ‘and’.
Frame three sentences of the similar pattern using the same linking words as shown above.
Score: 3
XI. Uses language elements relevant to the context
Look at the following sentences:
1. The length and breadth of a square should be equal.
2. The parrot talked loudly and clearly
3. The boy jumped off the wall and ran downstairs.
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In the first sentence, two noun phrases are combined using the linker ‘and’; in the second, two
adverbs ‘loudly’ and ‘clearly’ are linked using ‘and’; in the third, two verb phrases are linked.
Frame three sentences of similar pattern.

XII. Complete the following conversation suitably.
The Fox

: Where’s your son?

Mother

: He disobeyed me and went out to the woods.

The Fox

: Hmm. You know what it means to break the laws, ____a___?

Mother

: He is a kid. If you are angry like this _______b__________.

The Fox

: A kid! _______________c___________________?

Mother
The Fox
Mother

:Yes, I did warn him not to go out.
:We won’t forgive him. ____________d______________?
:I don’t know when he will be back.

The Fox

:Oh! Give this baton to him when he comes.

Mother

:The more I request him to stay at home __________e_______

The Fox

:Then let him face the consequences
Score: 5

XIII. Complete the following conversation suitably.
Sajeev

: Did A.R Rahman win Oscar for ‘Monsoon Weddings’?

Rohit

: You had better _____________a_________________

Sajeev

:Please help me if you know.

Rohit

: If I had known ________________b_______________

Sajeev

: Your elder brother is a great fan of Rahman, ________c________?

Rohit

: Yes, but he is not at home

Sajeev

: ________________d______________?

Rohit

: He’s staying in the college hostel.

Sajeev

: Give me his phone number.

Rohit

: The more polite you ask _____________e_____________?

Sajeev: Hey, stop kidding. Please give me his number.

Score: 6

XIV. Complete the following conversation suitably.
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Dr. James Mortimer :There is something peculiar about your brain. It should be subjected to
study, _______a_______?
Sherlock Holmes

:Well, only after my death. You had better ______b___

Dr James Mortimer : Oh, you’re funny. Well, Mr Holmes, if _____c_______ what would have
you
been?
Sherlock Holmes

: I would’ve been a businessman.

Dr James Mortimer : Sounds good. But Holmes you look too frail. You can put on a little more
weight, ______d________?
Sherlock Holmes

: The more I work ____________e____________.

Question XV. What are the features of a good conversation?
Appropriate beginning
Correct initiation and response
Relevant to the context
Use of contracted forms like I’m, I’ve, I’ll, it’s etc
Use of clauses ( If / relative clauses)etc
Use of question tag
Score: 5
XVI. Complete the following choosing the right phrases given in brackets and fill in the
blanks in the passage given below.
The banker had ____(a)_____ a plan to murder the lawyer. But when he came into the
room he ______(b)________ a letter on the table. In it the lawyer expressed his decision to
renounce the two millions and explained how he planned to ______(c)__________ from the
prison five hours before the time fixed. The banker ____ (d) __________ his plan and waited
for the next day.
(get away, call for, give up, set up, come across, go on)
XVII. Uses language elements relevant to the context
Rewrite the passage given below replacing the verbs that can be substituted by the phrasal
verbs given in bracket.
When my uncle visited (a) Paris he was detained at the airport. As he could speak only
Malayalam and Hindi the airport officials could understand (b) nothing. His request for an
interpreter was also declined (c). He was kept under custody but fortunately he was released (d)
later because of the intervention of the Indian embassy officials.
(call at, turn down, let off, make out)
Score:
4
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XVIII. Read the following telephonic conversation between Asha and Mary and complete the
conversation by choosing suitable phrasal verbs from the bracket given below
(get on, go off, get back, hold on, look after, take after)
Asha : Hello, can I speak to Mary please?
The voice

: ______a________ please, I’ll call her.

Mary : Hello, who is this?
Asha : It’s me, Asha.
Mary : Oh Asha, tell me. How are you _____b_____? What are your plans for the day?
Asha :I’m fine. My youngest daughter is not well. So I have to _______c______ her.
Mary : Oh, can you be there, on the line?
Asha : What happened?
Mary : There is somebody at the door.
Asha : Well, I will _______d_______ later.

Score: 4

XIX. Choose the appropriate phrasal verb and complete the passage
I ________a___________ (came across/came up) the screenplay of a movie that was
going to be shot. Though I liked the storyline, I was _________b_______ (taken aback/taken
for) by the climax. I asked the director to ___________c_____ (bring about/bring down) certain
changes. But he ________d________ (turn off/turn down) my suggestions.
Score: 4
XX. Uses language elements relevant to the context
Look at the following word-pyramid.

Flowers
Red flowers
Some red flowers
Some red flowers in the bouquet
Some red flowers in the bouquet that attract us
Construct a word pyramid with the word “boys”
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Score: 4

XXI. Uses language elements relevant to the context

Look at the following word-pyramid
Villagers

The villagers
The genial villagers
The genial villagers at the tea-shop
The genial villagers at the tea-shop who discuss politics

Construct a similar word-pyramid with the word ‘phones’.

Score: 4

XXII. Uses language elements relevant to the context
Look at the word pyramid.

Cars
White cars
All the white cars
All the white cars on the road
All the white cars on the road that I saw yesterday

Construct a similar word-pyramid with the word ‘books’.
Score: 4
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XXIII. Uses language elements relevant to the context
Supply the missing words in the following passage where ‘/’ is given.
Martin is in / (a) hurry. He is late / (b) work again. Martin’s boss doesn’t like it / (c) he is
late. His boss told him not to / (d) late again. But he will be late / (e) all days.
Score: 5
XXIV Uses language elements relevant to the context
Supply the missing words in the following passage where ‘/’ is given.
Kerala is / (a) Indian state located / (b) the Malabar coast / (c) South-West India. On 1
November 1956 / (d) the States Reorganization Act, the state came / (e) being.
Score: 5
XXV. Uses language elements relevant to the context.
Supply the missing words in the following passage where ‘/’ is given.
Kathakali is / (a) highly stylized classical Indian dance-drama noted / (b) the attractive
make-up of characters, elaborate costumes, detailed gestures / (c) well-defined body movements
presented in tune / (d) the anchor playback music and percussion. It originated in / (e) state of
Kerala during the 17th century.
Score: 5

XXVI. Uses language elements relevant to the context
Supply the missing words in the following passage where ‘/’ is given.
The term coconut can refer to / (a) entire coconut palm, the seed, / (b) the fruit, which is
not a botanical nut. The spelling ‘cocoanut’ is / (c) old-fashioned form of the word. The term
derived from Portuguese / (d) Spanish cocos, meaning ‘grinning face’. The three small holes /
(e) the coconut shell resemble human facial features.
Score: 5
XXVII. Edits and refines a loosely written passage
Given below is a passage from Sonu’s Science notebook. There are a few errors in it which are
given in bold letters. Edit the passage.
Water evaporate (a) from lakes and oceans. The water vapour condenses into tiny droplets
for (b) water. The droplet (c) crowd together and form clouds. The clouds blew (d) towards the
land by the wind. The tiny droplets join and fall as precipitation to a (e) ground. The water soaks
into the ground and collects on (f) rivers and lakes.
Score: 6
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XXVIII. Edits and refines a loosely written passage
The errors in the passage below are given in bold letters. Edit it.
Mr Moorthi said that he was very sorry that he cannot (a) attend the sales conference on
Monday. He was leaving for Shimla that evening and would be not back (b) till Wednesday. He
wished Mr. Salim attending (c) the conference instead. Mr. Moorthi will (d) be happy if he was
informed about it by that evening, so that Mr. Salim could make him (e) travel arrangements. He
apologised for the inconvenience causes (f).
Score : 6
XXIX. Edits and refines a loosely written passage
There are a few errors in the passage which are given in bold letters. Edit the following
passage.
As a medium the cinema goes far beyond mere entertainment to becoming (a) a record
of time and space, on (b) everything that moved (c) or stands still before the camera. Its history
is also the history of our culture of us (d) speech and body language; of our dress-code; of our
way (e) of living and make (f).
Score: 6
XXX. Edits and refines a loosely written passage
The errors in the passage given below are highlighted. Edit the following passage.
It was the first day in school. The young scholars have (a) to introduce theirself (b) to their
teacher. The teacher follow (c) the convention (d) ritual. He going (e) up to each one of
them and waited expectant (f). The girl sat (g) at the end of the row was his daughter.
XXXI. Uses language elements relevant to the context
Look at the following sentences:
1. My brother burst the crackers and my leg was hurt.
2. The master and the servant were arrested.
3. Meenu was sick but active.
In sentence (1) the linking word ‘and’ connects two sentences, in sentence (2) ‘and’ connects
two noun phrases and in sentence (3) two adjectives are connected by the linking word ‘but’.
Frame three sentences of similar pattern using ‘and’ in the first two sentences and ‘but’ in the
third.
Score: 3
XXXII. Uses language elements relevant to the context
Look at the following sentences:
1. The books can be kept both on the shelf and on the table.
2. You may either ring the bell or call me.
3. Sheela dictated the notes and I wrote it down.
In the first sentence, the linker ‘and’ combines two prepositional phrases; in the second,
the linker ‘either or’ combines two verb phrases and in sentence (3), two sentences are combined
by the linker ‘and’.
Frame three sentences of the similar pattern using the same linking words as shown above.
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XXXIII. Uses language elements relevant to the context
Look at the following sentences:
1. The length and breadth of a square should be equal.
2. The parrot talked loudly and clearly
3. The boy jumped off the wall and ran downstairs.
In the first sentence, two noun phrases are combined using the linker ‘and’; in the second,
two adverbs ‘loudly’ and ‘clearly’ are linked using ‘and’; in the third, two verb phrases are linked.
Frame three sentences of similar pattern.
XXXIV. Complete the following conversation suitably.
The Fox
: Where’s your son?
Mother
: He disobeyed me and went out to the woods.
The Fox
: Hmm. You know what it means to break the laws, ____a___?
Mother
: He is a kid. If you are angry like this _______b__________.
The Fox
: A kid! _______________c___________________?
Mother
:Yes, I did warn him not to go out.
The Fox
:We won’t forgive him. ____________d______________?
Mother
:I don’t know when he will be back.
The Fox
:Oh! Give this baton to him when he comes.
Mother
:The more I request him to stay at home __________e_______
The Fox
:Then let him face the consequences
Score: 5

XXXV. Complete the following conversation suitably.
Sajeev
: Did A.R Rahman win Oscar for ‘Monsoon Weddings’?
Rohit
: You had better _____________a_________________
Sajeev
:Please help me if you know.
Rohit
: If I had known ________________b_______________
Sajeev
: Your elder brother is a great fan of Rahman, ________c________?
Rohit
: Yes, but he is not at home
Sajeev
: ________________d______________?
Rohit
: He’s staying in the college hostel.
Sajeev
: Give me his phone number.
Rohit
: The more polite you ask _____________e_____________?
Sajeev
: Hey, stop kidding. Please give me his number.
Score: 6
XXXVI. Complete the following conversation suitably.
Here is a conversation between Sherlock Holmes and Dr. James Mortimer. Complete it
suitably.
Dr. James Mortimer :There is something peculiar about your brain. It should be subjected to
study, _______a_______?
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Sherlock Holmes
:Well, only after my death. You had better ______b___
Dr James Mortimer : Oh, you’re funny. Well, Mr Holmes, if _____c_______ what would have
you
been?
Sherlock Holmes
: I would’ve been a businessman.
Dr James Mortimer : Sounds good. But Holmes you look too frail. You can put on a little more
weight, ______d________?
Sherlock Holmes
: The more I work ____________e____________.
Score: 5
Question 3. Complete the conversation between the Principal and Swaminathan’s father
suitably.
Father
: Good morning, sir. I’m Swaminathan’s father.
Principal
:Good morning, what ______________a________________?
Father
:I want to know whether ___________b______________
Principal
:Letter? What letter?
Father
:I had written a letter of complaint about Mr. Samuel.
Principal
:What for? He is a very good teacher.
Father
:___________________c______________?
Principal
:He’s been working here for the last 15 years.
Father
:No complaints about him so far?
Principal
:No, why?
Father
:What about Swaminathan’s behaviour in school?
Principal
:He is a bit naughty. _____________d________________?
Father
:I’m very strict and he won’t play his pranks at home.
Principal
:I don’t think a father should be so. The stricter you become
_________________e_________________.
Father
:Thank you sir. I’ll try to change my ways with him.
Score: 5
4. Choose the appropriate phrasal verb and complete the passage
I ________a___________ (came across/came up) the screenplay of a movie that
was going to be shot. Though I liked the storyline, I was _________b_______ (taken aback/
taken for) by the climax. I asked the director to ___________c_____ (bring about/bring
down) certain changes. But he ________d________ (turn off/turn down) my suggestions.
Score: 4
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XXIV FEATURES OF VARIOUS DISCOURSES

1. PROFILE
Title
Interpretation of the given data
Use of cohesive devices
Sequencing of ideas
2. LETTER
Content related to the context
Message
Appropriateness of cohesive devices used
Format and language
3. NOTICE
Content related to the context
Organisation
Format and layout
Suitable language

4. DIARY
Content related to the context
Appropriateness of language
Use of first person narrative
Expression of personal emotions and feelings
5. SPEECH
Appropriateness of salutation,introduction and conclusion
Organisation of ideas by relating to the hints
Adequate use of linking devices
Relevance and adequacy of supporting details
Language and style
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6. NARRATIVE
Events fixed and developed properly based on the hints given
Proper beginning and ending
Logically sequenced and organised
Imaginative and showing creativity
Use of first person narrative
Appropriateness of language
7. SLOGAN WRITING
Catchy and rhythmic
Brevity
message
8. NEWS REPORT
Title
Content and organisation
Message
Language and style
9. WRITE UP
Content based on hints.
Language and style
Organisation
10. CONVERSATION
Apt initiation
Relevant to the context
Variety of sentence patterns and expressions
Usage of informal expressions (interjection, question tags,
contracted forms etc)
Ends creating a feeling of completion
Exchanges maintain a good flow
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XXV - INTERPRETING DATA
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STUDY THE ROAD ACCIDENT REPORT FOR THE YEAR 2011 AND ANSWER THE
QUESTIONS THAT FOLLOW:
State Crime Records Bureau, Thiruvananthapuram is maintaining database on Road Accident
cases in Kerala State in various parameters. The road accident details are available from 2000
onwards.

1. In which year the number of accidents increased most?
2. Which is the year of less accedents?
3. What is the trend of accidents to the year 2011?
4. What is the trend of accidents in the graph?
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1. Which is the district with the highest number of govt. schools?
2. What is the total number of govt. schools in Wayanad?
3. How many government schools are there in Kerala in 2007-2008?
4. Which district has maximum number of private aided schools?
5. What is the total number of LP schools in kerala in 2007-2008?
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SET YOUR GOALS
AND PROCEED
WITH CONFIDENCE

WINNERS DON’T DO
DIFFERENT THINGS,
THEY DO THINGS
DIFFERENTLY.

HARD WORK AND
DETERMINATION WILL
DEFENITELY LEAD YOU
TO SUCCESS.

BEST OF LUCK
ENGLISH

